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Abstract

A dynamic epistemic logic extends epistemic logic with the capability to
model epistemic change in the system. This thesis presents two dynamic ep-
sitemic logics for analysing distributed-computing models: pattern model logic
and parametrized pattern model logic. The first logic describes communica-
tion of agents executing the “full-information protocol” and the second allows
describing communication executing arbitrary protocols.

We focus on “dynamic-network models”. These models are sets of se-
quences of “communication graphs”, namely directed graphs whose nodes
are the agents and whose arrows describe successful communication between
agents. We can see these models as “adversaries” that decide who commu-
nicates with whom in each round of communication.

We start by studying “action models”, a general dynamic epistemic logic
describing epistemic change by events. Using action models for describing
some adversaries has disadvantages, however. In particular, “oblivious” ad-
versaries, the simplest dynamic-network models, require a different action
model for each round of communication whose size grows exponentially in
the number of rounds. This motivates us to work on a more adequate ap-
proach.

Subsequently, we present pattern model logic, that describes communi-
cation executing the “full-information protocol”. We propose an axiomati-
zation of the logic. We define a procedure to build an infinite sequence of
pattern models that describe an adversary and prove that the updates of
the epistemic models with the pattern models in such a sequence preserve
the indistinguishability relation between configurations. Also, we compare
the “update expressivity” of action models and pattern models concluding
that both logics are incomparable, namely action models generate updates
in epistemic models that cannot be generated using pattern models and vice
versa. For this logic, we present a sufficient condition that ensures preserva-
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tion of connectivity of the epistemic models through rounds of executions in
oblivious adversaries.

Finally, we modify the formalism adding the capability for describing
communication using an arbitrary deterministic protocol. We define a mod-
ified version of epistemic models and define the semantics of epistemic logic
in these structures.

This work gathers results from: “Communication pattern models: An
extension of action models for dynamic-network distributed systems” and
“Comparing the Update Expressivity of Communication Patterns and Action
Models” conference papers, and “Communication Pattern Logic: Epistemic
and Topological Views” and “Pattern Models: A Dynamic Epistemic Logic
for Distributed Systems” journal papers.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Context. In a distributed system, communication is typically performed
either by sending and receiving messages, or by writing to, and reading from,
a shared memory. The communication patterns (i.e., who communicated
with whom) that can occur may change from model to model. When de-
signing and analyzing distributed systems, it is often the case that authors
informally refer to what an agent “knows” after an agent performs some ac-
tion. Halpern and Moses [24] took the first steps towards establishing a
formal connection between distributed systems and epistemic logic in 1984.
Roughly, a distributed protocol is studied through an epistemic model with
each of its states representing a possible configuration of the protocol. The
epistemic-based approach to distributed systems has been fruitful, as shown
in the book by Fagin, Halpern, Moses, and Vardi [20].

An important connection between distributed computing and topology
was exhibited in three independent papers by Borowsky and Gafni [10], Her-
lihy and Shavit [27], and Sacks and Zaharoglou [51] in 1993, and since then
this approach has provided useful techniques to show a number of impor-
tant results in this field. The book by Herlihy, Kozlov, and Rajsbaum [26]
provides a comprehensive description of this connection.

Recently, Goubault, Ledent, and Rajsbaum have shown [22] that the
epistemic-based approach can be directly connected to the topology-based
approach to distributed systems. The topological approach studies a dis-
tributed protocol through its topological representation: a geometric object,
called simplicial complex, where each of its faces is associated with a con-
figuration of the protocol. In essence, Goubault, Ledent, and Rajsbaum
established [22] a correspondence between the topological description of dis-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tributed protocols and epistemic models.

A second interesting result of these authors is that the communication
patterns allowed in the Iterated Immediate Shapshot (IIS) distributed model
can also be described using epistemic-logic tools from Dynamic Epistemic
Logic (DEL): the communication in a distributed model can be modeled
with an action model capturing the communication events that can occur,
and the restricted modal product operator shows how knowledge evolves after
agents exchange information in a communication round.

We observe that the action models of [22] describing communication in
the IIS model have drawbacks: First, such action models are different for
each communication round (an ideal representation of communication would
not depend on the communication rounds that have been executed so far).
In addition, the size of such action models grows exponentially in the num-
ber of rounds. Moreover, such action models are structurally isomorphic to
the epistemic models we wish to compute. The action models of [22], there-
fore, not only are not useful for computing the epistemic model resulting
from a communication event, but are not a succinct representation of the
communication that can happen in the IIS model.

Contributions. We are interested in the following question: in the spirit
of the action-model approach to DEL, is it possible to describe the commu-
nication in a distributed model in a compact manner? As a first step, we
try to salvage the approach of [22], by attempting to find an action model
applicable to every communication round for two agents with binary inputs
in the IIS model. In [46] (See Sect. 3.1.), we exhibit a family of action mod-
els with a constant number of events, although each event is labeled with a
precondition formula whose size does increase at each communication round.
For obtaining these action models, it was crucial to know in advance the
epistemic model after a communication round. We have not been able to
find a similar family for three or more agents yet. The case of m-ary inputs
for m ≥ 3 would be even harder to analyze.

The drawbacks of the action models proposed in [22], together with our
unsuccessful efforts to find action models for IIS of small size, are mo-
tivations for investigating a different approach. We hence propose new
dynamic epistemic logics that allow us to easily derive models of small
size for a class of message-passing models sometimes called either dynamic-
network models [7, 19], or message adversaries [2]. Roughly speaking, in
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a dynamic-network model, the agents execute infinite sequences of commu-
nication rounds. In each round, the agents communicate according to a
communication pattern that specifies who communicates with whom in that
round. A proper subclass of dynamic-network models are those known as
oblivious [19] that are specified with a set of communication patterns that
can occur in any round, regardless of the communication patterns that have
occurred so far in the execution. The IIS model can be defined as an oblivious
dynamic-network model.

Our main contributions are two simple but powerful dynamic epistemic
logics: pattern models and parametrized pattern models. Such logics are based
on action models, and allow compact descriptions of oblivious dynamic-
network models. First, in Ch. 3, we assume the full-information protocol,
usually studied in distributed computing due to its generality to define the
pattern models. Next, in Ch. 5, we parametrize the pattern models logic
so as to study systems where agents execute arbitrary (deterministic) proto-
cols by modifying the update mechanism considering an arbitrary protocol
definition. Such a parametrization, in addition to a systematic construction
of pattern models describing an adversary, makes the approach amenable to
automated formal verification of distributed systems: Given a set of inputs,
a protocol and a number r of rounds, an automated process is able to cre-
ate an initial epistemic model, update the model r times, and verify system
properties.

For the case of oblivious models, the pattern model remains the same all
through the execution. Hence, we are able to model communication of obliv-
ious dynamic-network models in constant space. Furthermore, we present
a sufficient condition for verifying if the consensus task is unsolvable in a
given oblivious adversary by analyzing the initial epistemic model and its
corresponding pattern model.

This thesis gathers results from two conferences papers in TARK 2021 [46]
and TARK 2023 [16], and two journal papers, one in Journal of Philosophical
Logic [14] and another one in The Computer Journal [17].

Structure of this thesis. The rest of this thesis is structured as follows.
In Ch. 2 we establish some notation and definitions. Ch. 3 presents pattern
models. We define the syntax and semantics in Sect. 3.2 and give an ax-
iomatization of the logic in Sect. 3.3. This axiomatization proves that the
logic has the same expressivity as the multi-agent epistemic logic. Sect. 3.4
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defines the infinite sequences of pattern models given an arbitrary adversary.
Additionally, we show here that the sequences of pattern models proposed ac-
tually describe the epistemic change from round of communication to round
of communication. In Sect. 3.5 we prove that despite of the fact that action
models and pattern models reduce to multi-agent epistemic model, one is able
to produce updates that the other is not. Finally, Sect. 4 defines a necessary
condition that implies connectivity after an arbitrary number of rounds of
communication given an oblivious adversary by analyzing the structure of
the initial epistemic model and the pattern model.

Ch. 5 presents parametrized pattern models, that are able to deal with
arbitrary protocols. In Sect. 5.1 we define a way to describe an arbitrary
deterministic protocol. In Sect.5.2, we define the simplified pattern models
which improves the pattern models defined in Ch. 3. In Sect. 5.3, we define
the epistemic models for distributed systems which we will use in Sect. 5.4
to interpret the the logic. In Sect. 5.5 we define the sequence of pattern
models that describe an adversary and provee that the sequences of simplified
pattern models proposed actually describe the epistemic change from round
of communication to round of communication.

Ch. 6 closes this work. Comparison with existing work appears in Sect. 6.1.
Sect. 6.2 concludes this work, and Sect. 6.3 propose some lines for future re-
search.



Chapter 2

Technical preliminaries

After introducing this thesis in Ch. 1, we give some introductory defini-
tions and fix the notation. We assume some familiarity with distributed
systems and modal logic, for which we refer the reader to [4] and [29],
for example. From now on, we consider a non-empty finite set of agents
A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} and a non-empty finite set of propositions P .

2.1 The models of interest

We are interested in dynamic-network models [18, 30, 33], in which n ≥ 2
failure-free agents, that are local-state machines, proceed in an infinite se-
quence of synchronous rounds of communication. In each round, the com-
munication is specified with a communication graph, namely a directed graph
whose vertex set is A, with each edge (ai, aj) indicating that a message from ai
to aj is successfully delivered in that round. A communication graph is a
reflexive binary relation on A. We will write aGb rather than (a, b) ∈ G. The
in-neighbourhood of a in G, that we denote Ga, is the set {b ∈ A | bGa}.
Let GA denote the set of all communication graphs with vertex set A. Thus,
a dynamic-network model Adv is specified with a set of infinite sequences of
graphs of GA, that we call adversary. Intuitively, we say that an adversary
Adv is oblivious if in every round, any communication graph in a given set
can happen, regardless of the communication graphs that have happened in
previous rounds. This is formalized as follows. An adversary Adv is obliv-
ious if there exists a set of communication graphs X such that Adv = Xω,
where Xω is the language of all infinite words (sequences) of elements in X.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES

In consequence, an oblivious adversary can be alternatively specified through
the set X of communication graphs; we will say that Adv = X.

2.2 Protocols

Each agent locally executes a protocol that specifies (1) the messages that an
agent sends at the beginning of a round depending on its current local state,
and (2) the agent’s next local state, given its local state and the messages
that it receives in the current round. Each agent starts the computation with
a private input, which is usually the state of the agent at the beginning of the
first round. First, the full-information protocol is assumed. In every round
of such a protocol, an agent sends its current local state to the other agents,
and then changes its local state accumulating the messages received in the
current round. Next, we present a modified formalism designed to deal with
arbitrary deterministic protocols.

2.3 Executions and configurations

An execution E of an adversary Adv is a pair (I, S∞). In such a pair,
I = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) is an input vector denoting that ai starts with input vi,
and S∞ is a sequence of Adv . Each vi belongs to an input space I. An r-
execution of Adv is a pair (I, S), where I is an input vector and S is a prefix
of a sequence of Adv with |S| = r. A configuration C is an n-tuple whose i-th
position is a local state of agent ai (thus input vectors may be configurations).
We say that configurations C and C ′ are indistinguishable for ai if and only if
C(i) = C ′(i). An r-execution (I, S) ends at a configuration C if each agent ai
has the local state C(i) after the execution of the sequence of communication
rounds described by S with the inputs stated by I; alternatively, we say that
C is the configuration at the end of (I, S).

In the distributing-computing literature, it is common to regard the local
states of the agents as their views. We treat both these concepts as synonyms.
We can think of a view of an agent as a single variable whose value changes
from round to round. Consider Sk = [G1, G2, . . . , Gk], and Sk+1 = Sk ·Gk+1

so that (I, Sk+1) is a (k+1)-execution. For the full-information protocol, the
view of an agent ai in an execution (I, S), may be defined inductively by the
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function view f as follows:

view f (ai, (I, [ ])) = I(i).

view f (ai, (I, Sk+1)) = [view [1], view [2], . . . , view [n]]

where

view [j] =

{
view f (aj, (I, Sk)) if ajGk+1ai

⊥ otherwise.

2.4 Epistemic models

We use epistemic models, that we nameM r, for representing the r-executions
of a given adversary Adv . An epistemic model for agents A and propositions
P is a triple M = (W,∼, L), where

• W is a finite set of worlds,

• ∼ : A→ ℘(W ×W ) assigns an equivalence relation to each agent, and

• L : W → ℘(P ) assigns a set of true-valued propositions to each world.

We will write w ∼a w′ rather than (w,w′) ∈ ∼ (a). Let us define ∼B=⋂
a∈B ∼a, and

∪∼B =
⋃

a∈B ∼a, with B ⊆ A. For the reflexive transitive
closure of ∼, we write ∼∗. Each world in M r represents an r-execution
and the equivalence relations represent the indistinguishability relations of
the agents over the configurations at the end of the r-executions of Adv .
An example is in Fig.2.1. The epistemic model is depicted as a graph whose
nodes are the worlds, with their identifier outside the node. The labeled edges
are the indistinguishability relations of the agents and the labels inside the
nodes are the true valued propositions in each world. In figures of models,
we will economize by representing edges by lines, rather than arrows, and
omitting loops and some edges recalling that indistinguishability relations
are equivalence relations.
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0a,0b

(0,0)

0a,1b (0,1)

1a,1b

(1,1)
1a,0b(1,0)

a

ba

b

Figure 2.1: Model M0 for agents a and b with binary inputs.

2.4.1 The initial epistemic model (M 0)

We build the initial epistemic model M0 = (W 0,∼0, L0) for A, I, and P ,
with P = {va | a ∈ A and v ∈ I} so thatW 0 = {I | I is an input vector for A
and I}, I ∼0

ai
I ′ if and only if I(i) = I ′(i), and L(I) = {vai ∈ P | I(i) = v}.

The epistemic model M0 for agents A = {a, b} and inputs I = {0, 1} is
depicted in Fig. 2.1.

2.5 Syntax and semantics for LD

Distributed knowledge is perhaps the modality for analyzing a distributed
system. If there is not the required distributed knowlede for finishing a
task, the task must be unsolvable. We recall epistemic logic with distributed
knowledge, LD , syntax and semantics interpreted in epistemic models below.

Definition 2.5.1 (Syntax). The language LD is given by the following BNF
grammar

φ ::= p | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | DBφ

where a ∈ A, and p ∈ P, and B ⊆ A.

Definition 2.5.2 (Semantics). Let M = (W,∼, L) be an epistemic model.
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Let p ∈ P, w,w′ ∈ W , a ∈ A, and φ, ψ ∈ LD be given.

M,w |= p iff p ∈ L(w)

M,w |= ¬φ iff M,w ̸|= φ

M,w |= φ ∧ ψ iff M,w |= φ and M,w |= ψ

M,w |= DBφ iff for all w′ such that w ∼B w′

M,w′ |= φ

From now on, φ ∨ ψ will be a shorthand for ¬(¬φ ∧ ¬ψ), ⊤ will be a
shorthand for p ∨ ¬p, φ→ ψ will be a shorthand for ¬φ ∨ ψ, φ↔ ψ will be
a shorthand for (φ→ ψ)∧ (ψ → φ), and Kaφ will be a shorthand for D{a}φ.

2.6 Syntax and semantics for LDC

Common knowledge is another modal operator of epistemic logic. We recall
the syntax and semantics of LDC , that enrich the logic LD with common
knowledge.

Definition 2.6.1 (Syntax). The language LD is given by the following BNF
grammar

φ ::= p | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | DBφ | CBφ

where a ∈ A, and p ∈ P, and B ⊆ A.

Definition 2.6.2 (Semantics). Let M = (W,∼, L) be an epistemic model.
Let p ∈ P, w,w′ ∈ W , a ∈ A, and φ, ψ ∈ LCD be given.

M,w |= p iff p ∈ L(w)

M,w |= ¬φ iff M,w ̸|= φ

M,w |= φ ∧ ψ iff M,w |= φ and M,w |= ψ

M,w |= DBφ iff for all w′ such that w ∼B w′M,w′ |= φ

M,w |= CBφ iff for all w′ such that w
∪∼∗
B w′M,w′ |= φ

Let us recall that
∪∼∗
B is the reflexive transitive closure of

⋃
a∈B ∼a.
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2.7 Distinguishing formula

Given a model M with domain W , a formula δ is distinguishing for a subset
W ′ ofW ifM,w |= δ for all w ∈ W ′ andM,w ̸|= δ for all w ∈ W\W ′. IfW ′ is
a singleton {w}, we say that δ is distinguishing for w. In order to refer in the
logical language to a given world in the model we use distinguishing formulas
that are true in a particular world but not in any other non-equivalent world
of the model. In other words, it distinguishes that world from all other
worlds in the model. Given that our models are for a finite set of agents
A and a finite set of atomic propositions P , such a distinguishing formula
always exists, and can be defined recursively and thus constructed.

We use the distinguishing formulas [41] as preconditions for events. In
particular, we need to determine the worlds in which a communication graph
can occur. Such formulas distinguish a world w of a given epistemic model
from all the other worlds. The δw formulas are defined inductively.

Let M = (W,∼, L) be an epistemic model, and w ∈ W .

δ0w = τw =
∧

p∈L(w)

p ∧
∧

p ̸∈L(w)

¬p

δn+1
w = τw ∧

∧
a∈A

∧
w∼aw′

¬Ka¬δnw′ ∧
∧
a∈A

Ka

∨
w∼aw′

δnw′

Note that in each step of this procedure the set of worlds satisfying δ
becomes finer. Initially, at step 0, w is grouped together with all worlds
having the same valuation of atoms as in w, and only distinguished from the
worlds having a different valuation. But at step one, w is grouped together
with all worlds having the same valuation and such that there is a match in
the valuations of all worlds that are accessible from w. This set will then be
smaller at the end of each further iteration.

As the model is finite, there is n ∈ N such that δn+1
w = δnw, where it is safe

to take n = |W |. We therefore take δ
|W |
w to be the distinguishing formula δw.

1

Furthermore, for a set S ⊆ W of worlds, the distinguishing formula δS is the
disjunction of the distinguishing formulas δw for the worlds w ∈ S, that is,
as δS :=

∨
w∈S δw.

1It should be noted that we cannot distinguish a world w from so-called bisimilar
worlds, because bisimilar worlds satisfy the same formulas. This is a technical detail that
one can easily be precise about [41] but that plays no role here.
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2.8 Collective bisimulation

Definition 2.8.1 (Collective bisimulation). A relation Z between the do-
mains of epistemic models M = (W,∼, L) and M ′ = (W ′,∼′, L′) is a (col-
lective) bisimulation, notation Z :M↔M ′, if for all (w,w′) ∈ Z:

• atoms: for all pa ∈ P , pa ∈ L(w) iff pa ∈ L′(w′);

• forth: for all nonempty B ⊆ A and for all v ∈ W , if w ∼B v then
there is v′ ∈ W ′ such that (v, v′) ∈ Z and w′ ∼B v′;

• back: for all nonempty B ⊆ A and for all v′ ∈ W ′, if w′ ∼B v′ then
there is v ∈ W such that (v, v′) ∈ Z and w ∼B v.

We additionally define a collective bisimulation bounded by n, as a set of
relations Z0 ⊇ Z1 · · · ⊇ Zn of i-bisimulations for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Relation Z0

merely satisfies atoms, and for all (w,w′) ∈ Zn+1:

• atoms: for all pa ∈ P , pa ∈ L(w) iff pa ∈ L′(w′);

• forth-(n + 1): for all nonempty B ⊆ A and for all v ∈ W , if w ∼B v
then there is v′ ∈ W ′ such that (v, v′) ∈ Zn and w′ ∼B v′.

• back-(n+1): for all nonempty B ⊆ A and for all v′ ∈ W ′, if w′ ∼B v′

then there is v ∈ W such that (v, v′) ∈ Zn and w ∼B v.

If there is a bisimulation Z betweenM andM ′ we writeM↔M ′, and if there
is one containing (w,w′) we write (M,w)↔(M ′, w′). We then say that M
and M ′, respectively (M,w) and (M ′, w′), are bisimilar. If Z is bounded by
n we write (M,w)↔n(M ′, w′) and we say that (M,w) and (M ′, w′) are n-
bisimilar.

Bounded bisimulations are used to compare models (M,w) and (M ′, w′)
up to a depth n from the respective points w and w′. Collective n-bisimilarity
implies that both models satisfy the same L− formulas of modal depth at
most n, as a minor variation of the standard result in [9].

2.9 Update expressivity

To compare dynamic modalities we define updates and update expressivity.
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Definition 2.9.1 (Update, update expressivity). An update (or update re-
lation) is a binary relation X on a class of pointed epistemic models. Given
updates X and Y , X is update equivalent to Y , if for all pointed epistemic
models (M,w) the update of (M,w) with X is collectively bisimilar to the up-
date of (M,w) with Y . Update modalities [X] and [Y ] are update equivalent,
if X and Y are update equivalent. (For more refined notions see [45].)

A language L is at least as update expressive as L′ if for every update
modality [X] of L′ there is an update modality [Y ] of L such that X is update
equivalent to Y . Language L is equally update expressive as L′ (or ‘as update
expressive as’), if L is at least as update expressive as L′ and L′ is at least
as update expressive as L. Language L is (strictly) more update expressive
than L′, if L is at least as update expressive as L′ and L′ is not at least
as update expressive as L. Languages L and L′ are incomparable in update
expressivity if if L is not at least as update expressive as L′ and L′ is not at
least as update expressive as L.

2.10 Iterated Immediate Snapshot model

The IIS model [12] is a fundamental model that fully captures what can be
solved in asynchronous wait-free shared-memory systems with agent-crash
failures. We can view IIS as a failure-free synchronous oblivious dynamic-
network adversary. The set of communication graphs describing the adver-
sary is as follows. For every sequence, S = [C1, C2, . . . , Ck], of non-empty
subsets of A satisfying (1) A =

⋃
Ci and (2) Ci∩Cj = ∅ for i ̸= j, the adver-

sary has the communication graph with a directed edge (a, b) for every pair
of agents a ∈ Ci, b ∈ Cj with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k. We say that Ci is a concurrency
class. For example, given the set of agents {a, b}, the concurrency classes
are {a}, {b}, and {a, b}. In Fig. 2.2, we show the communication graphs
describing the adversary for two-agent IIS. There is a graph identifier above
each one: Ga.b for {a}{b}, Gb.a for {b}{a} and Gab for {a, b}. In Fig. 2.3,
we show the epistemic model M1

IIS that represents the configurations at the
end of the first round of communication of the full-information protocol for
agents a and b with binary input in the IIS model. In the epistemic model,
the first element of an identifier corresponds to a shorthand for an identifier
in M0: 0 is a shorthand for (0, 0), 1 is a shorthand for (0, 1), 2 is a short-
hand for (1, 0), and 3 is a shorthand for (1, 1). The second element of the
identifiers corresponds to a graph identifier.
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Ga.b Gb.a Gab

a b a b a b

Figure 2.2: Communication graphs for two-agent IIS.

2.11 Action models

Action models were introduced in [5] as a way to model dynamics of knowl-
edge via events. The syntax, and semantics are defined as follows.

Definition 2.11.1 (Action model). An action model M is a triple (E,∼,Pre),
where

• E is a non-empty finite set of events,

• ∼ : A → ℘(E× E) is a function that associates each agent with an equiv-
alence relation over the set of events, and

• Pre : E → LD is a function that associates each event with a precondi-
tion.

A pointed action model is a pair (M, e) where e ∈ E.

Definition 2.11.2 (Syntax). The language L⊗ is given by the following BNF
grammar

φ ::= p | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | DBφ | [M, e]φ
where a ∈ A, and p ∈ P, and B ⊆ A, and [M, e] is an update.

Definition 2.11.3 (Semantics and restricted modal product). Let p ∈ P ,
a ∈ A, B ⊆ A, a pointed action model (M, e), an epistemic model M =
(W,∼, L), and w ∈ W be given. The satisfaction relation |= is defined by
induction on φ ∈ L⊗.

M,w |= p iff p ∈ L(w)
M,w |= ¬φ iff M,w ̸|= φ
M,w |= φ ∧ ψ iff M,w |= φ and M,w |= ψ
M,w |= DBφ iff M, v |= φ for all v ∼B w
M,w |= [M, e]φ iff M,w |= pre(e) implies M ⊗M, (w, e) |= φ

where M ⊗M = (W ′,∼′,L′) is defined so that:
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Figure 2.3: Epistemic model M1
IIS that represents the configurations at the

end of the first round of the full-information protocol for two agents a and b
with binary inputs in the IIS model.

• W ′ = {(w , e) ∈ W × E |M,w |= Pre(e)}

• ∼′
a = {((w , e), (w ′, e′)) ∈ W ′ ×W ′ | w ∼a w

′ and e ∼a e′}

• L′((w, e)) = L(w)

Now that we have established the needed technical preliminaries and fixed
some notation in this chapter, we move to present pattern models in Ch. 3.



Chapter 3

Pattern models

After establishing technical preliminaries in Ch. 2, we are now in a position
to present the pattern models logic which allows the description of arbitrary
adversaries and agents communicating using the full-information protocol.
In 3.1, we recall an apparently compact family of action models of six events
for two-agent IIS that was a motivation for working in this new approach.
In Sect. 3.2 we define the pattern model structure and the semantics of the
logic. In Sect. 3.3 we give an axiomatization for the logic. In Sect. 3.4 we
describe the construction of an infinite sequence of pattern models describing
a given adversary and prove that there exists a one-to-one correspondence
between the worlds in the updated models and the configurations of the
distributed system. Moreover, the relations of the worlds correspond to the
indistinguishability relations of the configurations. Finally, in Sect. 3.5 we
show that action models are incomparable in update expressivity.

3.1 A family of action models for two-agent

IIS

Before presenting pattern models, we present the most compact family of
action models that we found for two-agent (a and b) IIS with binary inputs.
We exploit the fact that for two-agent IIS, the epistemic models will always
be bipartite graphs. We can hence partition the set of worlds in M i into
two sets W i

1 and W i
2 so that any pair of distinct worlds in the same set can

be distinguished by both agents. For each set W i
j , we use three events to

represent the different sequences of concurrency classes that can happen in

15
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a round: {a}{b}, {a, b}, and {b}{a} (see Fig. 2.2). Thus we have six events:
three for operating with the worlds in W i

1, and three for operating with the
worlds in W i

2. The sketch of the action model is shown in Fig. 3.1. The
preconditions, φ1 and φ2, change from round to round.

φ2 {a}{b}2

φ2 {a,b}2

φ2 {b}{a}2φ1{b}{a}1

φ1{a,b}1

φ1{a}{b}1

b

a

b

a

b

a

Figure 3.1: Sketch of the action model for two-agent IIS with binary inputs.

φj is a disjunction of the δw formulas describing the worlds in W i
j . For

the first round, if we consider W 0
1 = {(0, 0), (1, 1)} and W 0

2 = {(0, 1), (1, 0)},
possible preconditions are: φ1 = (0a∧0b)∨(1a∧1b), and φ2 = (0a∧1b)∨(1a∧
0b). Note that φj = δ0

W 0
j
identify the worlds in the initial epistemic model.

In general, we propose to compute the distinguishing formulas using δ|W |.

This approach appears to be a succinct representation of the full-infor-
mation execution dynamics. There are, however, still issues. We would like
to represent communication defined by an oblivious model just once because
the allowed communication patterns are the same regardless of the round.
All correct action models we have been able to find have preconditions that
change from round to round. Moreover, the size of the distinguishing formulas
grows exponentially in the number of rounds. This suggests that in certain
cases, a straightforward application of action models might not be ideal.

We have not been able to find a similar family of action models for three
agents. We would need to analyze if the corresponding epistemic models
are always n-partite, and how we could join all the needed events. Finding
action models for the case of m-ary inputs for m ≥ 3 would be even harder.
Making things worse, the analysis might be different in distinct models: we
would need to study each model to take advantage of its own characteristics.
All these facts motivated us to look for a different and more appropriate
approach.
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3.2 Pattern models logic

Definition 3.2.1 (Pattern model). A pattern model, P, is a pair (G,Pre)
where

• G is a set of communication graphs

• Pre : G → LD is a function that assigns a precondition to each com-
munication graph.

A pointed pattern model is a pair (P , G) where G ∈ G.

Definition 3.2.2 (Syntax). The language L⊙ is given by the following BNF
grammar

φ ::= p | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | DBφ | [P , G]φ
where a ∈ A, and p ∈ P, and B ⊆ A, and [P , G] is an update.

Definition 3.2.3 (Semantics and restricted modal product). Let p ∈ P ,
a ∈ A, B ⊆ A, a pointed pattern model (P , G), an epistemic model M =
(W,∼, L), and w ∈ W be given. The satisfaction relation |= is defined by
induction on φ, ψ ∈ L⊙.

M,w |= p iff p ∈ L(w)
M,w |= ¬φ iff M,w ̸|= φ
M,w |= φ ∧ ψ iff M,w |= φ and M,w |= ψ
M,w |= DBφ iff M, v |= φ for all v ∼B w
M,w |= [P , G]φ iff M,w |= Pre(G) implies M ⊙M, (w,G) |= φ

where M ⊙ P = (W ′,∼′, L′) is defined as follows:

• W ′ = {(w,G) ∈ W ×G |M,w |= Pre(G)}

• ∼′
a = {((w,G), (w′, G′)) ∈ W ′ ×W ′ | Ga = G′a and w ∼Ga w

′}

• L′((w,G)) = L(w)

Intuitively, the first underlined condition amounts to agent a receiving
information from the same set of agents whenever the communication is
described by G or G′ because the in-neighbourhood of a must be the same
in both G and G′. The second one, in turn, is equivalent to all agents in
such a set to send the same information in both cases. Since such agents do
not distinguish between w and w′, the agents are in the same local state in
w and w′. Therefore, they send the same messages in either occurrence of G
or G′.
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3.3 Axiomatization

We proceed with the axiomatization. The axiomatization of the logic of
pattern models is that of the logic of distributed knowledge expanded with
reduction axioms C1—C4 and rule N⊙ involving pattern models, and the
auxiliary derivation rule RE (replacement of equivalents). 1 The axiomati-
zation is displayed in Table 3.1. A derivation is a sequence of formulas such
that every formula is an instantiation of an axiom, or the conclusion of an
instantiation of a derivation rule where the premisses (or premiss) are prior
formulas in the sequence. A formula occurring in a derivation is a theorem.

P all instances of propositional tautologies
KD DB(φ→ ψ) → DBφ→ DBψ
TD DBφ→ φ
4D DBφ→ DBDBφ
5D ¬DBφ→ DB¬DBφ
W DBφ→ DCφ
C1 [P , G]p↔ Pre(G) → p
C2 [P , G]¬φ↔ ¬[P , G]φ
C3 [P , G](φ ∧ ψ) ↔ ([P , G]φ ∧ [P , G]ψ)
C4 [P , G]DBφ↔ Pre(G) → (

∧
G′B≡GBDGBPre(G

′) → DGB[P , G′]φ)
where GB ≡ G′B is defined as “for all a ∈ B, Ga = G′a”

MP From φ→ ψ and φ infer ψ
ND From φ infer DBφ
N⊙ From φ infer [P , G]φ
RE From φ↔ ψ infer χ[p/φ] ↔ χ[p/ψ]

Table 3.1: Axiomatization of pattern models logic, where ∅ ≠ B ⊆ C ⊆ A,
a ∈ A, and p ∈ P .

In the derivation rule RE, χ[p/φ] stands for uniform substitution of the
occurrences of atom p in formula χ by φ. The reduction axioms for pattern
models resemble those for action models [5], except for the reduction axiom
for distributed knowledge after update. There is no reduction axiom for a
sequence of two pattern models. This explains the presence of the derivation

1C1—C4 are called reduction rules because we can use this rules and RE for trans-
forming any φ ∈ L⊙ into an equivalent formula φ′ ∈ LD.
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rule RE, which is not needed in the axiomatization of distributed knowledge.
The validity of all axioms and the validity preservation of all rules is obvious,
except for that of C4, N⊙, and RE which we prove below.

Proposition 3.3.0.1 (C4).
|= [P , G]DBφ↔ Pre(G) → (

∧
G′B≡GBDGBPre(G

′) → DGB[P , G′]φ).

Proof. Let M = (W,∼, L), w ∈ W , P = (G,Pre) and (W ′,∼′, L′) = M ′ =
M ⊙ P . Then:

M,w |= [P , G]DBφ
⇔ (semantics of pattern models)
M,w |= Pre(G) implies M ⊙ P , (w,G) |= DBφ
⇔ (semantics of distributed knowledge)
M,w |= Pre(G) implies ∀w′ ∈ W, ∀G′ ∈ G : (w,G) ∼′

B (w′, G′) ⇒ M ⊙
P , (w′, G′) |= φ
⇔ (definition of ⊙ )
M,w |= Pre(G) implies ∀w′ ∈ W, ∀G′ ∈ G : M,w′ |= Pre(G′) & ∀a ∈ B :
Ga = G′a &w ∼Ga w

′⇒M ⊙ P , (w′, G′) |= φ
⇔
M,w |= Pre(G) implies ∀w′ ∈ W, ∀G′ ∈ G : M,w′ |= Pre(G′) & ∀a ∈ B :
Ga = G′a & ∀a ∈ B : w ∼Ga w

′ ⇒M ⊙ P , (w′, G′) |= φ
⇔ (GB ≡ G′B is defined as “for all a ∈ B, Ga = G′a”)
M,w |= Pre(G) implies ∀w′ ∈ W, ∀G′ ∈ G : M,w′ |= Pre(G′) & GB ≡
G′B & ∀a ∈ B : w ∼Ga w

′ ⇒M ⊙ P , (w′, G′) |= φ
⇔ (ψ ⇔ ψ ∧ ψ)
M,w |= Pre(G) implies ∀w′ ∈ W, ∀G′ ∈ G : GB ≡ G′B & ∀a ∈ B : w ∼Ga

w′ & M,w′ |= Pre(G′) & ∀a ∈ B : w ∼Ga w
′ ⇒M ⊙ P , (w′, G′) |= φ

⇔ (definition of ∼B )
M,w |= Pre(G) implies ∀w′ ∈ W, ∀G′ ∈ G : GB ≡ G′B & w ∼GB

w′ & M,w′ |= Pre(G′) ⇒ (w ∼GB w′ ⇒M ⊙ P , (w,G′) |= φ)
⇔ (definition of distributed knowledge)
M,w |= Pre(G) implies ∀w′ ∈ W, ∀G′ ∈ G : GB ≡ G′B & M,w |=
DGBPre(G

′) ⇒ (w ∼GB w′ ⇒M ⊙ P , (w,G′) |= φ)
⇔ (semantics of pattern models)
M,w |= Pre(G) implies ∀w′ ∈ W, ∀G′ ∈ G : GB ≡ G′B & M,w |=
DGBPre(G

′) ⇒ (∀w′ ∈ W : w ∼GB w′ ⇒M,w |= [P , G′]φ)
⇔ (semantics of distributed knowledge)
M,w |= Pre(G) implies ∀w′ ∈ W, ∀G′ ∈ G : GB ≡ G′B & M,w |=
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DGBPre(G
′) ⇒M,w |= DGB[P , G′]φ

⇔ (φ1 ∧ φ2 ⇒ ψ ⇔ φ1 ⇒ φ2 ⇒ ψ)
M,w |= Pre(G) implies ∀w′ ∈ W, ∀G′ ∈ G : GB ≡ G′B ⇒ M,w |=
DGBPre(G

′) ⇒M,w |= DGB[P , G′]φ
⇔
M,w |= Pre(G) implies ∀w′ ∈ W, ∀G′ ∈ G : GB ≡ G′B ⇒ M,w |=
DGBPre(G

′) → DGB[P , G′]φ
⇔
M,w |= Pre(G) implies M,w |=

∧
G′B≡GBDGBPre(G

′) → DGB[P , G′]φ
⇔
M,w |= Pre(G) → (

∧
G′B≡GBDGBPre(G

′) → DGB[P , G′]φ)

The interaction between pattern models and distributed knowledge of
Prop. 3.3.0.1 is reminiscent of [48, Prop. 5]; it is similar to [6, Prop. 4.6], and
also somewhat similar to [52, Prop. 2, items 6 & 7].

Proposition 3.3.0.2 (N⊙). If |= φ, then |= [P , G]φ.

Proof. In order to show that |= [P , G]φ, let M = (W,∼, L) and w ∈ W be
given. We wish to show thatM,w |= [P , G]φ. By definition of the semantics,
this is equivalent to M,w |= Pre(G) implies M ⊙ P , (w,G) |= φ. On the
one hand, if M,w ̸|= Pre(G), M,w |= [P , G]φ holds. On the other hand,
if M,w |= [P , G]φ, since we assumed that φ is valid, M ⊙ P , (w,G) |= φ
holds.

Proposition 3.3.0.3 (RE). If |= φ↔ ψ, then |= χ[p/φ] ↔ χ[p/ψ].

Proof. This is proved by induction on χ.
Base case. χ = p with p ∈ P .

M,w |= p[p/φ]
⇔ (uniform substitution)
M,w |= φ
⇔ (hypothesis)
M,w |= ψ
⇔ (uniform substitution)
M,w |= p[p/ψ]

Inductive hypothesis.
For any φ, ψ, χ1, χ2 ∈ L⊙. If |= φ ↔ ψ, then |= χ1[p/φ] ↔ χ1[p/ψ], and
|= χ2[p/φ] ↔ χ2[p/ψ].
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Inductive step.
Let us assume |= φ↔ ψ.

Case χ = (¬χ1)[p/φ]
M,w |= (¬χ1)[p/φ]
⇔ (semantics of ¬)
M,w ̸|= (χ1)[p/φ]
⇔ (inductive hypothesis)
M,w ̸|= (χ1)[p/ψ]
⇔ (semantics of ¬)
M,w |= (¬χ1)[p/φ]

Case χ = (χ1 ∧ χ1)[p/φ]
M,w |= (χ1 ∧ χ2)[p/φ]
⇔ (semantics of ∧ )
M,w |= (χ1)[p/φ] and M,w |= (χ2)[p/φ]
⇔ (inductive hypothesis)
M,w |= (χ1)[p/ψ] and M,w |= (χ2)[p/ψ]
⇔ (semantics of ∧ )
M,w |= (χ1 ∧ χ2)[p/ψ]

Case χ = (DBχ1)[p/φ]
M,w |= (DBχ1)[p/φ]
⇔ (uniform substitution)
M,w |= DBχ1[p/φ]
⇔ (semantics of distributive knowledge)
M, v |= χ1[p/φ] for all v ∼B w
⇔ (inductive hypothesis)
M, v |= χ1[p/ψ] for all v ∼B w
⇔ (similar to above)
M,w |= (DBχ1)[p/ψ]

Case χ = ([RRR,G]χ1)[p/φ]
M,w |= ([P , G]χ′)[p/φ]
⇔ (uniform substitution)
M,w |= [P , G]χ′[p/φ]
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⇔ (semantics of pattern models)
M,w |= χ′ implies M ⊙ P , (w,G) |= χ′[p/φ]
⇔ (inductive hypothesis)
M,w |= χ′ implies M ⊙ P , (w,G) |= χ′[p/ψ]
⇔ (similar to above)
M,w |= ([P , G]χ′)[p/ψ]

Theorem 3.3.1. The axiomatization of pattern model logic in Table 3.1 is
sound and complete with respect to the semantics in Def. 3.2.3.

Proof. Soundness follows from the literature on distributed knowledge (see,
e.g., [43]) and from the above Props. 3.3.0.1, 3.3.0.2, and 3.3.0.3.

Completeness follows from (i) the completeness of the logic of distributed
knowledge [43, 36, 48], (ii) the admissibility of the derivation rule RE in that
axiomatization (as in [52], for a similar setting), and (iii) termination of an
inside-out reduction2 showing that formulas containing pattern model modal-
ities are provably equivalent to formulas without pattern models (where RE
is essential, as explained in general in [47]).

Let us discuss how we are able to determine whether a given formula φ ∈
L⊙ is a theorem: If φ does not contain pattern model modalities, determine
whether it is a theorem in the logic of distributed knowledge. Otherwise,
apply C1—C4 repeatedly to the innermost formula [P , G]ψ, where ψ ∈ LD,
to one side of φ↔ φ until you get a formula φ′ ∈ LD provably equivalent to φ
and determine whether it is a theorem in the logic of distributed knowledge.

In the axioms C2—C4, on the left-hand side the pattern model binds a
formula of higher complexity than the formula bound by the pattern model on
the right-hand side. In C1 the pattern model disappears on the right-hand
side. By successively applying these axioms the pattern model (update)
modality disappears.

The completeness result is a generalization of the completeness of the
similar logic of resolving distributed knowledge in [52], and a generalization of
the completeness of the similar logic with reading map modalities in [6], and
also a special case of the conjectured completeness of the logic with arbitrary
reading events in [6]. Rather than presenting our complete axiomatization

2An inside-out reduction is a transformation of a formula φ ∈ L⊙ into a formula
φ′ ∈ LD by repeatedly replacing a subformula with just an update modality with one
equivalent using C1 −C4 and RE until there is no more update modalities.
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as an original result, with exhaustive proofs, we credit it to the authors of
[52] and of [6], and refer to their proof details.

3.4 Pattern models for arbitrary adversaries

Consider any adversary Adv and the initial model M 0 as defined in Sect. 2.
Here, we define an infinite sequence P1,P2, . . . of pattern models that de-
scribes the evolution of knowledge in the executions of Adv. More precisely,
Theorem 3.4.2, in the next subsection, states that the epistemic model M r =
(W r,∼r, Lr) = M 0 ⊙ P1 ⊙ P2 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Pr captures how knowledge changes
after r rounds of communication.

GivenM i−1 = M 0⊙P1⊙P2⊙· · ·⊙P i−1, we define the pattern model P i =
(Gi ,Pre i) as follows:

• Gi = {G ∈ GA | there is an i-execution (I, S ·G) of Adv}.

• For everyG ∈ Gi, let E i−1
G = {(I, S) | there is an i-execution (I, S ·G) of Adv}.

Let us recall that each input vector I is a world in M 0. We de-
note the world ((((I,G1), G2), . . . ), Gi−1) ∈ W i−1 as w(I,S), where S =
G1, G2, . . . , Gi−1. Thus,

Pre i(G) =
∨

{w(I,S)|(I,S)∈Ei−1
G }

δw(I,S)
,

where δw(I,S)
is the distinguishing formula of w(I,S).

The case of oblivious dynamic-network models. From the definition
of Gi, we can see that, for an oblivious adversary Adv, Gi = Adv, for each
i ≥ 1. Thus, all P i have the same set of communication graphs. Moreover, for
each G ∈ Gi, E i−1

G contains all (i− 1)-executions of Adv, and hence Pre i(G)
can be set to ⊤. Therefore, P1 = P i for all i ∈ N.

The pattern model , Ptwo-IIS = (Gtwo-IIS,Pretwo-IIS), representing
the dynamics for IIS with agents a and b is depicted in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.3: M1 =M0 ⊗ Atwo-IIS.

Ga.b Gb.a Gab

a b a b a b

⊤ ⊤ ⊤

Figure 3.2: Pattern model Ptwo-IIS for two-agent IIS.

It is worth observing that the action model Atwo-IIS, built so that the
events are the communication graphs, and G ∼a G

′ whenever Ga = G′a, and
similarly for b, with ⊤ as precondition in all events, and the usual restricted
modal product ⊗ does not model IIS for two agents, not even for the first
round. Namely, M1 = M0 ⊗ Atwo-IIS, shown in Fig. 3.3 omitting world
identifiers, has wrong edges which make M1 structurally different from a 12-
cycle, which is the structure of the epistemic model for two agents with binary
inputs after one round of communication in IIS (see Fig. 2.3).

Example 3.4.1. Let us consider an adversary Adv capable of making at most
one directed communication line fail permanently at each round of commu-
nication. For simplicity, consider two agents (a and b) with binary input (0
or 1). The initial epistemic model for this scenario is the one in Fig. 2.1.

For the first round, the pattern model is P1
Adv , shown in Fig. 3.4. The

updated epistemic model M1
Adv = M0 ⊙ P1

Adv is shown in Fig. 3.5. For the
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second round, the pattern model is P2
Adv , shown in Fig. 3.6. In such a pattern

model, the sets of worlds for calculating preconditions δS{} for {}, δS{a} for
{a}, δS{b} for {b} and δS{a,b} for {a, b} are as follows:
S{} = {(0, {a}), (1, {a}), (2, {a}), (3, {a}),

(0, {b}), (1, {b}), (2, {b}), (3, {b})}
S{a} = {(0, {a}), (1, {a}), (2, {a}), (3, {a}), (0, {a, b}),

(1, {a, b}), (2, {a, b}), (3, {a, b})}
S{b} = {(0, {b}), (1, {b}), (2, {b}), (3, {b}), (0, {a, b}),

(1, {a, b}), (2, {a, b}), (3, {a, b})}
S{a,b} = {(0, {a, b}), (1, {a, b}), (2, {a, b}), (3, {a, b})}

{a} {b} {a, b}

a b a b a b

⊤ ⊤ ⊤

Figure 3.4: Pattern model P1
Adv.

0a, 0b

(0,{b})

0a, 0b

(0,{a,b})

0a, 0b

(0,{a})

0a, 1b (1,{a})

0a, 1b (1,{a,b})

0a, 1b (1,{b})

1a, 1b

(3,{b})

1a, 1b

(3,{a,b})

1a, 1b

(3,{a})

1a, 0b (2,{a})

1a, 0b (2,{a,b})

1a, 0b (2,{b})

a b

a

b

a

b
ab

a

b

a

b

Figure 3.5: Epistemic model M1
Adv =M0 ⊙ P1

Adv.

M2
Adv =M1

Adv ⊙ P2
Adv is shown in Fig. 3.7.
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It is worth observing that in the first round, the communication graphs are
those of the IIS model for two agents and the precondition is δW = ⊤ in all
graphs because all graphs may occur in the first round. The difference appears
at the second round of communication where a fourth additional graph is
added. The preconditions are distinct and change from round to round. Such
preconditions model the property that once a communication line fails, the
failure is permanent.

{} {a}

a b a b

δS{} δS{a}

{b} {a, b}

a b a b

δS{b} δS{a,b}

Figure 3.6: Pattern model P2
Adv.
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Figure 3.7: Epistemic model M2
Adv =M1

Adv ⊙ P2
Adv.
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3.4.1 The ⊙ product reflects the change in local states
through rounds

The dynamic epistemic logic presented here is focused on reasoning about
computations. In particular, we are interested in modeling how configurations
change through a protocol execution. Until now, the formalism allows us to
study systems where agents communicate by executing the full-information
protocol. A key point is that when updating an epistemic model with the
modified modal product, the resulting epistemic model describes how the
local states of agents change. Theorem 3.4.2 below states that the pattern
models do model knowledge dynamics. The theorem formalizes this claim
using the following notion.

Definition 3.4.1. Let Adv be an adversary. We define the set Ci
Adv =

{C | there is an i-execution (I, S) of Adv that ends in the configuration C}
for every i ≥ 0. Let P1,P2, . . . be an infinite sequence of pattern models.
We say that the sequence P1,P2, . . . reflects the adversary Adv if for each
r ≥ 1, there is a bijection f r : W r → Cr

Adv such that w ∼ai w
′ if and only if

f r(w) and f r(w′) are indistinguishable for ai, where M
0 is the initial epis-

temic model and M r = (W r,∼r, Lr) =M0⊙P1⊙P2⊙ · · ·⊙Pr. If P1 = P i

for all i ∈ N, we simply say that P1 reflects Adv.

Theorem 3.4.2 (Correspondence between worlds and configurations for pat-
tern models). Let Adv be an adversary and P1,P2, . . . be the pattern models
built from Adv, as described in Sect. 3.4. Then, P1,P2, . . . reflects Adv.

The proof of Theorem 3.4.2 will be as follows. First, we will build f i for all
i ∈ N as the composition of two bijective functions. For this, we will present
proofs of two auxiliary Lemmas 3.4.3, and 3.4.4. Second, we will prove by
induction on the number of rounds that wr ∼ai w

′
r if and only f r(wr) and

f r(w′
r) are indistinguishable for ai.

Let Er
Adv be the set of all r-executions of Adv . Let I, I ′ be two input

vectors for A and I. Consider Er+1 = (I, [G1, G2, . . . , Gr, Gr+1]) ∈ Er+1
Adv .

Since Er+1 ∈ Er+1
Adv , Er = (I, [G1, G2, . . . , Gr]) ∈ Er

Adv because [G1, G2, . . . , Gr]
is a prefix of [G1, G2, . . . , Gr, Gr+1]. We define gr : Er

Adv → Cr
Adv as follows:

g0((I, [ ])) = I.

gr+1(Er+1) = Cr+1 = (Cr+1(1), Cr+1(2), . . . , Cr+1(n))
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where

Cr+1(i)(j) =

{
gr(Er)(j) if ajGr+1ai

⊥ otherwise.

Note that gr may be defined in terms of view f . Since the proofs of
the following lemmas are by induction on the number r of round and the
definition of view f treat the number of round implicitly, we prefer to use the
definition above.

The following Lemma formally proves the quite obvious fact that, for
full-information protocols, the configuration at the end of round r uniquely
represents the entire r-execution.

Lemma 3.4.3. gr is a bijection.

Proof. We will prove that gr is bijective by induction on the number r of
rounds.

Base case. Since the executions in E0
Adv and the configurations in C0

Adv can
be identified with their respective input vector, g0 is clearly a bijection.

Inductive hypothesis. We assume gr is bijective.

Inductive step. First, we prove that gr+1 is surjective. Let CEr+1 be a
configuration in Cr+1

Adv . By definition of Cr+1
Adv , there is an r + 1-execution

Er+1 = (I, [G1, G2, . . . , Gr+1]) of Adv that ends in CEr+1 . Since we are using
the full-information protocol, it follows that

CEr+1 = (CEr+1(1), CEr+1(2), . . . , CEr+1(n))

where

CEr+1(i)(j) =

{
gr(Er)(j) if ajGr+1ai

⊥ otherwise.

Thus, gr+1(Er+1) = CEr+1 . Therefore, g
r+1 is surjective.

Now, we prove that gr+1 is injective by contraposition. Consider Er+1 =
(I, [G1, G2, . . . , Gr, Gr+1]) and E ′

r+1 = (I ′, [G′
1, G

′
2, . . . , G

′
r, G

′
r+1]) ∈ Er+1

Adv ,
such that Er+1 ̸= E ′

r+1.
If I ̸= I ′, there is an i such that I(i) ̸= I ′(i) and trivially gr+1(Er+1) ̸=

gr+1(E ′
r+1) because the communication graphs are reflexive. Let us focus on

the case that I = I ′.
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On the one hand, if Gr+1 ̸= G′
r+1, there is an agent ai such that Gr+1ai ̸=

G′
r+1ai. Since Gr+1ai ̸= G′

r+1ai, there is a j such that gr+1(Er+1)(i)(j) = ⊥
and gr+1(E ′

r+1)(i)(j) ̸= ⊥, or gr+1(Er+1)(i)(j) ̸= ⊥ and gr+1(E ′
r+1)(i)(j) =

⊥. Then, gr+1(Er+1)(i) ̸= gr+1(E ′
r+1)(i). Thus, g

r+1(Er+1) ̸= gr+1(E ′
r+1).

On the other hand, if Gr+1 = G′
r+1, g

r+1(Er+1)(i)(j) = ⊥ if and only
if gr+1(E ′

r+1)(i)(j) = ⊥. Consider Er = (I, [G1, G2, . . . , Gr]), and E ′
r =

(I, [G′
1, G

′
2, . . . , G

′
r]). Er, E

′
r ∈ Er

Adv because Er+1, E
′
r+1 ∈ Er+1

Adv . Since Gr+1 =
G′

r+1 and Er+1 ̸= E ′
r+1, Er ̸= E ′

r. Since Er ̸= E ′
r, and gr is bijective, it

follows that

gr(Er) = CEr = (CEr(1), CEr(2), . . . , CEr(n))

̸= (CE′
r
(1), CE′

r
(2), . . . , CE′

r
(n))

= CE′
r
= gr(E ′

r).

Then, there is an i such that CEr(i) ̸= CE′
r
(i). Then, gr+1(Er+1)(i)(i) ̸=

gr+1(E ′
r+1)(i)(i) because Gr+1 is reflexive. Then, gr+1(Er+1) ̸= gr+1(E ′

r+1).
Therefore, gr+1 is injective. In both cases, gr+1(Er+1), g

r+1(E ′
r+1) ∈ Cr+1

Adv

because gr(Er), g
r(E ′

r) ∈ Cr
Adv and the agents communicate using the full-

information protocol. Since gr+1 is surjective and injective, gr+1 is bijective.

Consider wr = (. . . ((I,G1), G2) . . . , Gr) ∈ W r. We define hr : W r → Er
Adv

as follows:

hr(wr) = (I, [G1, G2, . . . , Gr]).

Lemma 3.4.4. hr is a bijection.

Proof. We will prove that hr is bijective by induction on the number r of
rounds.

Base case. Since the worlds in W 0 and the executions in E0
Adv can be

identified with their respective input vector, h0 is clearly a bijection.

Inductive hypothesis. We assume that hr is a bijection.

Inductive step. First, we prove by contraposition that hr+1 is injective.
If wr+1 ̸= w′

r+1, I ̸= I ′ or there is 1 ≤ i ≤ r + 1 so that Gi ̸= G′
i.

Then, hr+1(wr+1) ̸= hr+1(w′
r+1). Thus h

r+1 is injective.
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Second, we prove that hr+1 is surjective. Consider Er+1 = (I, [G1, G2, . . . ,
Gr, Gr+1]) ∈ Er+1

Adv , and Er = (I, [G1, G2, . . . , Gr]) ∈ Er
Adv . Since hr is bijec-

tive, there is a world wEr = ((. . . ((I,G1), G2), . . . ), Gr) such that hr(wEr) =
Er. W

r+1 = {(wr, Gr+1) ∈ W r ×Gr+1 | M,wr |= Pre(Gr+1)} by definition
of ⊙. By construction of Prer+1, δwEr

is a disjunct of Pre(Gr+1) because
hr(wEr) ∈ Er

Gr+1
. Since δwEr

is a formula that identifies wEr , it follows that
wEr+1 = (wEr , Gr+1) ∈ W r+1. Moreover, hr+1(wEr+1) = Er+1. Thus, hr+1 is
surjective. Therefore hr+1 is bijective.

Now, we start with the proof of Theorem 3.4.2.

Proof. We define

f r : W r → Cr = gr ◦ hr.

Since gr and hr are bijective, f r is bijective.

Now we prove, by induction on the number r of rounds, that the epistemic
model M r reflects indistinguishability between configurations.

Base case.

Consider I, I ′ ∈ W 0, CI = f 0(I) = (I(1), I(2), . . . , I(n)), and CI′ =
f 0(I ′) = (I ′(1), I ′(2), . . . , I ′(n)). By construction of ∼0, I ∼0

ai
I ′ if and only

if I(i) = I ′(i) holds. Since CI and CI′ are indistinguishable for ai if and only
if I(i) = I ′(i) holds, I ∼0

ai
I ′ if and only if CI and CI′ are indistinguishable

for ai.

Inductive hypothesis.

Consider M r = (W r,∼r, Lr) = M 0 ⊙ P1 ⊙ P2 ⊙ · · · ⊙ Pr. We assume
that for all wr, w

′
r ∈ W r, fr : W

r → Cr
Adv satisfies that wr ∼r

ai
w′

r if and only
if f r(wr) and f

r(w′
r) are indistinguishable for ai.

Inductive step.

Consider wr+1 = (wr, Gr+1), w
′
r+1 = (w′

r, G
′
r+1) ∈ W r+1. We need to

prove that wr+1 ∼r+1
ai

w′
r+1 if and only if f r+1(wr+1) and fr+1(w

′
r+1) are

indistinguishable for ai.

By definition of f r+1:

f r+1(wr+1) = Cr+1 = (Cr+1(1), Cr+1(2), . . . , Cr+1(n))

where

Cr+1(i)(j) =

{
f r(wr)(j) if ajGr+1ai

⊥ otherwise
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and
f r+1(w′

r+1) = C ′
r+1 = (C ′

r+1(1), C
′
r+1(2), . . . , C

′
r+1(n))

where

C ′
r+1(i)(j) =

{
f r(w′

r)(j) if ajG
′
r+1ai

⊥ otherwise
.

wr+1 ∼r+1
ai

w′
r+1

⇔
Gr+1ai = G′

r+1ai, and wr ∼r
Gr+1ai

w′
r (by definition of ⊙)

⇔
Gr+1ai = G′

r+1ai, and wr ∼r
aj
w′

r ∀aj ∈ Gr+1ai (by definition of ∼B)
⇔
Gr+1ai = G′

r+1ai, and f
r(wr) and f

r(w′
r) are indistinguishable ∀aj ∈ Gr+1ai

(by inductive hypothesis)
⇔
Cr+1(i)(j) = C ′

r+1(i)(j)∀1 ≤ j ≤ n (if aj ̸∈ Gr+1ai, Cr+1(i)(j) = ⊥ =
C ′

r+1(i)(j)), otherwise, C
′
r+1(i)(j) = f r(wr)(j) = f r(w′

r)(j) = C ′
r+1(i)(j))

⇔
Cr+1(i) = C ′

r+1(i)
⇔
Cr+1 and C ′

r+1 are indistinguishable for ai.

Corollary 3.4.4.1 (Constant space). Let Adv be an oblivious adversary.
There is an infinite sequence P1 = (G1,Pre1),P2 = (G2,Pre2), . . . of pattern
models that reflects Adv so that for the function σ : N → N defined as
σ(i) = |Gi|+

∑
G∈Gi |Pre i(G)| it holds that σ ∈ Θ(1).

Proof. Let P be the pattern model for Adv built as described in Sect. 3.4.
In this case, P = P1 = P2 = . . . . By Theorem 3.4.2, P reflects Adv . Since
P = P1 = P2 = . . . , then σ(1) = σ(2) = . . . Therefore σ ∈ Θ(1).

3.5 Pattern models and action models are in-

comparable in update expressivity

In this section, we prove that, despite the fact that action model logic and
pattern model logic have the same expressivity of the epistemic logic, such
logics are incomparable in update expressivity. First, we prove Prop. 3.5.0.1,
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which states that there is an epistemic model whose update with an ac-
tion model cannot be obtained with any pattern model. Then, we prove
Prop. 3.5.0.2, which states that there is an epistemic model whose update
with a pattern model cannot be obtained with any action model. Finally,
we present a workaround that allow us for obtaining the same update effect
that of action models using pattern models machinery.

Given an arbitrary action model M = (E,∼,Pre), and an arbitrary pat-
tern model P = (G,Pre), we define [M]φ :=

∧
e∈E[M, e]φ and [P ]φ :=∧

G∈G[P , G]φ.

Proposition 3.5.0.1. Communication pattern logic is not at least as update
expressive as action model logic.

Proof. We can show that there are action models that produce updated epis-
temic models that we cannot obtain using pattern models. Here, we should
note that the composition of two action models is again an action model i.e.,
for all M,M′ there is a M′′, namely the composition of M and M′, such that
[M][M′]φ ↔ [M′′]φ. Sequentially executing two pattern models is typically
not the same as executing a single pattern model, i.e., it is not the case that
for all P ,P ′ there is a P ′′ such that [P ][P ′]φ↔ [P ′′]φ. For example, consider
the models M0, in Fig. 2.1, Ptwo-IIS, in Fig. 3.2, and M0 ⊙ Ptwo-IIS ⊙
Ptwo-IIS, that is structurally isomorphic to a 36 node ring. The domain of
model M0 consists of four worlds and that of M0 ⊙ Ptwo-IIS ⊙ Ptwo-IIS
consists of 36 worlds; it is nine times larger and it is bisimulation minimal.
Now, there are only four different communication graphs for two agents. So
the maximum size of a model resulting from updating M0 with a pattern
model is 16. Therefore there is no such pattern model. In other words, there
is no P such that M0 ⊙ Ptwo-IIS ⊙ Ptwo-IIS is bisimilar to M0 ⊙ P which
implies that there is no P that has the same update effect as updating twice
with Ptwo-IIS.

However, there is an action model M such thatM0⊙Ptwo-IIS⊙Ptwo-IIS
is bisimilar toM0⊗M: its domain is the domain ofM0⊙Ptwo-IIS⊙Ptwo-IIS;
its relations for a and b are the relations for a and b on the model M0 ⊙
Ptwo-IIS⊙Ptwo-IIS, and its preconditions are such that the precondition of
a world ((I,G), G′) in the domain of M0 ⊙ Ptwo-IIS ⊙ Ptwo-IIS is τw (See
Sect. 2.7). It is straightforward to see thatM0⊙Ptwo-IIS⊙Ptwo-IIS is even
isomorphic to M0 ⊗M.

We conclude that there is no pattern model that is update equivalent to
this action model M. Therefore, pattern model logic is not at least as update
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expressive as action model logic.

We continue by showing that action model logic is not at least as up-
date expressive as pattern model logic. We prove this in a more meaningful
way in the following Prop. 3.5.0.2. Its proof assumes towards a contradic-
tion that an action model M exists that is update equivalent to the pat-
tern model Ptwo-IIS, where we identify M with the multi-pointed action
model (M,D(M)). We then compare the updates Ptwo-IIS and M in epis-
temic model M0 ⊙ Pn

two-IIS for n exceeding a function of the modal depth
of any precondition of M, and derive a contradiction.

Proposition 3.5.0.2. Action model logic is not at least as update expressive
as pattern model logic.

Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction that pattern model Ptwo-IIS is up-
date equivalent to an action model M = (E,∼, pre).

What do we know aboutM? As Ptwo-IIS is always executable, we may as-
sume that the disjunction ψ of all preconditions of actions e in the domain E
of M is the triviality. Otherwise, given some model with M,w |= ¬ψ, we
could update with Ptwo-IIS but not with M. Similarly, for any action e in
the domain E ofM, there must be f ∈ E such that e ∼a f and pre(e) = pre(f)
(and for agent b there must be a g ∈ E such that g ∼b f and pre(g) = pre(f)).
Otherwise, consider a model (M,w) that can only be updated with (M, e)
(for which M,w |= pre(e)). It can be updated with (Ptwo-IIS, G

ab) and also
with (Ptwo-IIS, G

b.a) resulting in states (w,Gab) and (w,Gb.a) satisfying dif-
ferent properties, as (w,Gab) ∼a (w,Gb.a) (because Gaba = Gba = {a, b}), so
that one or the other but not both can be bisimilar to (w, e). Therefore, M
must be a refinement of Ptwo-IIS seen as a structure Ga.b—b—Gab—a—Gb.a.
Its actions can therefore be assumed to have shape (G,φ) where G is one
of Ga.b, Gab, Gb.a and where φ ∈ L⊗ is the precondition of that action, that
is, pre(G,φ) = φ.3

The modality [M] is an operator in the language L⊗ and |E| is finite,
so that md(M) = max{md(pre(e)) | e ∈ E} is defined. Choose n ∈ N
with n > log3 2(md(M) + 1). This bound will be justified in the next para-
graph. Consider M0 ⊙ Pn

two-IIS, schematically depicted as:

3By refinement we mean that Ga.b can be seen as an equivalence class {(Ga.b, φ) |
(Ga.b, φ) ∈ D(M)}, and similarly for Gab and Gb.a, where two such equivalence classes
are indistinguishable for a if there are (G,φ), (G′, φ′) such that (G,φ) ∼a (G′, φ′), and
similarly for b.
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M0 ⊙ Pn

two-IIS: 00 00

01

01

10

10

11 11•
(11, Un)

a

a

b

b

and concretely its three-world fragment:

(∗) : (11, Gabn−1
Gb.a) (11, Gabn) (11, Gabn−1

Ga.b)
a b

where world (11, Gabn) of (∗) is the same as the depicted world (11, Gabn) of
M0 ⊙ Pn

two-IIS.

We can now justify the bound n > log3 2(md(M) + 1). We need in the
proof that the three worlds of (∗) satisfy the same actions of M, and we
guarantee that because they are bounded collectively bisimilar for an appro-
priate bound. Given (11, Gabn), the bound should exceed the modal depth
of any possible precondition of any action in M, which explains md(M). Plus
one, as we need this to hold for the surrounding worlds too, which explains
md(M) + 1. Twice that, 2 · (md(M) + 1), is the required length of one side
of the squarish model M0 ⊙Pn

two-IIS with therefore 8 · (md(M) + 1) worlds.
Starting with four worlds, every iteration of Ptwo-IIS multiplies the number
of worlds by 3. So we therefore want to iterate Ptwo-IIS by some n such
that 4 · 3n > 8 · (md(M) + 1), that is, n > log3 2(md(M) + 1).

Consider M0 ⊙ Pn

two-IIS ⊗M. Recalling what is known about M, there

must be an e ∈ E such that M0 ⊙Pn

two-IIS, (11, G
abn) |= pre(e). Also, there

must be f, g ∈ E with e ∼a f and f ∼b g and pre(e) = pre(f) = pre(e).
Let pre(e) be θ. These actions e, f, g therefore have shape (Ga.b, θ), (Gab, θ),
(Gb.a, θ) respectively.

As n > log3 2(md(M)+1), the three worlds in (∗) are bounded collectively

bisimilar: (M0 ⊙Pn

two-IIS, (11, G
abn−1

, Gb.a))↔md(M)+1(M0 ⊙Pn

two-IIS, (11,

Gabn))↔md(M)+1(M0 ⊙ Pn

two-IIS, (11, G
abn−1

, Gab)). As md(θ) ≤ md(M), all

three worlds in (∗) satisfy θ, so actions e, f, g can be executed in all these
worlds.

The model M0 ⊙ Pn

two-IIS ⊗M therefore contains the submodel
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(·, (Gb.a, θ)) (·, (Gab, θ)) (·, (Ga.b, θ)) (·, (Ga.b, θ)) (·, (Gab, θ)) (·, (Gb.a, θ)) (·, (Gb.a, θ)) (·, (Gab, θ)) (·, (Ga.b, θ))
a b a b a b a b

a

a

b

b

wherein only some additional pairs for ∼a and ∼b are shown, and where from
those shown we merely justify one as an example: for the leftmost and the
middle worlds, we have that (11, Gabn−1

, Gb.a, (Gb.a, θ)) ∼a (11, G
abn, (Gab, θ)),

because by the semantics of action model execution, (11, Gabn−1
, Gb.a) ∼a

(11, Gabn) in M0 ⊙ Pn

two-IIS and (Gb.a, θ) ∼a (Gab, θ) in M. Furthermore,

worlds (. . . , (G, θ)) shown, may be indistinguishable for a or b from worlds
(. . . , (G, ξ)) not shown, for actions (G, ξ) with ξ non-equivalent to θ.

Consequently, M0 ⊙ Pn

two-IIS ⊗ M is not a circular ab-chain like M0 ⊙
Pn+1

two-IIS that locally looks like:

(·, Gb.a) (·, Gab) (·, Ga.b) (·, Ga.b) (·, Gab) (·, Gb.a) (·, Gb.a) (·, Gab) (·, Ga.b)
a b a b a b a b

The assumption of update equivalence implies that M0⊙Pn+1

two-IIS is col-

lectively bisimilar toM0⊙Pn

two-IIS⊗M. The supposed bisimulation relation

Z between the domain ofM0⊙Pn+1

two-IIS and the domain ofM0⊙Pn

two-IIS⊗M

should be such that ((w, σ,G), (w, σ, (G, pre(e)))) ∈ Z for all w ∈ W , σ ∈ Gn,
and e ∈ E withM0⊙Pn

two-IIS, (w, σ) |= pre(e), in particular the three worlds

in (∗) and the e, f, g above with preconditions θ. On the other hand, a pair
of worlds in this relation cannot be bisimilar, as the additional a-links and b-
links allow shorter paths to a 01-world or a 10-world. In other words, as
bounded bisimilarity implies the same truth value for formulas of at most
that modal depth, the worlds in such a pair satisfy different formulas.

This contradicts the assumption that M is update equivalent to Ptwo-IIS
and thus concludes the proof.

Corollary 3.5.0.1. Communication pattern logic and action model logic are
incomparable in update expressivity.

3.5.1 Simulation of action model with pattern models

An interesting point consists in answering whether we can simulate updating
an epistemic model with an action model using the pattern model machinery.
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The only way to avoid the restriction on the number of communication graphs
mentioned above is adding agents so that we could design at least the same
number of graphs as the number of events. Adding agents, however, is not the
complete answer because we will need a procedure to transform an epistemic
model M on the original set of agents A into an epistemic model on a set of
agents A′ ⊇ A. We will end with epistemic models that considers a different
set of agents and thus different formulas. To get back to the original set
of agents we will need an extra procedure to get back to the original set of
agents.

In summary, we will be able to simulate the update of an epistemic
model M with action model M as follows. First, we will transform M on
the set of agents A into M ′ on a set of agents A′ ⊇ A. Second, we will build
a pattern model PM, on the set of agents A′, so that M ′ ⊙ PM preserves
the indistinguishability relations of the agents in M ⊗ M. Third, we will
transform M ′ ⊙PM into an epistemic model collectively bisimilar to M ⊗M.

Adding agents. Let an epistemic model M = (W,∼, L) and an action
model M = (E,∼,Pre) be given. We will assume without lose of generality
that A ∩ E = ∅. We build M ′ = (W,∼′, L) over A ∪ E, and P such that:

∼′
a=

{
∼a if a ∈ A

W ×W if a ∈ E

Building PM. We will build PM = (GM,PreM) such that:

GM = {Ge ∈ GA∪E | e ∈ E, ∀a ∈ A, ∀e′ ∈ E Gea = {a} ∪ {e′ ∈ E | e′ ∈ [e]a}

and Gee
′ = {e′}}

where [e]a is the equivalence class of a with respect to ∼a

PreM(Ge) = Pre(e)

Removing added agents. In order to delete the added agents, we define
projections on epistemic models on a sets of agents. Let M = (W,∼, L), an
epistemic model over a set of agents A′ and a set of propositions P , and a set
of agents A ⊆ A′ be given. The projection of M on A, M |A = (W,∼ |A, L),
is defined so that
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(∼ |A)a =∼a ∀a ∈ A

.

Claim 3.5.1. Let us consider M ⊗M and M ′ ⊙PM as described above. For
all a ∈ A, (w, e) ∼a (w

′, e′) iff (w,Ge) ∼′
a (w

′, Ge′)

Proof. Abusing notation, we will denote the indistinguishability relations of
agent a in M and M ⊗M as ∼a and in M ′ and M ′ ⊙ PM as ∼′

a

(w, e) ∼a (w
′, e′)

⇔
w ∼a w

′ and e ∼a e
′

⇔
e ∼a e

′ and w ∼a w
′

⇔
[e]a = [e′]a and w ∼a w

′

⇔
Gea = {a} ∪ {e′ ∈ E | e′ ∈ [e]a} = Ge′a and w ∼a w

′

⇔ ∀e ∈ E ∼e= W ×W by construction of M ′

Gea = Ge′a and w ∼Gea w
′

⇔
(w,Ge) ∼′

a (w
′, Ge′)

Proposition 3.5.1.1 (Simulation of action models with pattern models).
Let M = (W,∼, L) and M = (E,∼,Pre) be given, and M ′ built as above.
M ⊗M and (M ′ ⊙ PM)|A are collective bisimilar.

Proof. First, let us note that for every world (w, e) of M ⊗M there is a world
(w,Ge) in (M ′ ⊙ PM)|A because Pre(e) = Pre(Ge), the indistinguishability
relations ∼a=∼′

a for all a ∈ A, and all precondition formulas of the events
are defined in M ′.

Let us define Z : W → W ′ as Z((w, e)) = (w,Ge). Let us note that Z is
a bijective function.

Since Z is a bijection and by claim 3.5.1, it follows that M ⊗ M and
(M ′ ⊙ PM)|A are collective bisimilar.

Although this simulation is possible in one way, we may conjecture that
something similar cannot happen in the opposite direction because of the
size finiteness of the precondition formulas. This is not proved, however.
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After presenting pattern models and comparing its update expressivity
with action models in this chapter, we present, in Ch. 4, a sufficient condition
that preserves connectivity in the epistemic models through all execution.
This condition implies impossibility of solving consensus for a given dynamic
network model.
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Chapter 4

Impossibility of Consensus

Having defined pattern models in Ch. 3, this chapter uses Theorem 3.4.2
to derive an impossibility condition for the fundamental consensus problem
introduced by Pease, Shostak, and Lamport [34]. The condition is based
on the known connection between agreement and common knowledge by
Halpern and Moses [25]. Roughly speaking, they showed that for the agents
of a distributed system to decide on the same input v, there must be com-
mon knowledge on v. The impossibility condition uses the fact that common
knowledge is closely related to connectivity: roughly speaking, there can-
not be common knowledge on v in an epistemic model if there is a world
where an agent does not know v and the model is connected. The condi-
tion that appears below identifies properties of oblivious adversaries that
preserve connectivity, hence precluding the solvability of consensus. Since
we are interested in computability, it is enough to focus on the case of the
full-information protocol (see for example [4, 26]).

4.1 Edges, Paths and Connectivity

Let M = (W,∼, L) be an epistemic model. We say that M is connected if

for every pair of worlds w,w′ ∈ W , w
∪∼∗
Aw

′, i.e., (w,w′) is in the reflexive
transitive closure of

∪∼A. It will be convenient for our discussion below to
equivalently define connectivity using the following notion. For every pair of
worlds w,w′ ∈ W , (w,w′) is an edge ofM if there exists a ∈ A such that w ∼a

w′. A path (w = w1, w2, . . . , wm = w′) in M between worlds w,w′ ∈ W is a
sequence of worlds such that (wi, wi+1) is an edge of M , with m ≥ 2. We say

41
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that the path passes through (wk, wk+1), for each 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1. Given an
edge set E of M , we say that M is E-connected if for every w,w′ ∈ W there
is a path between the worlds that passes only through edges of E (thus E
must span all worlds of M). Note that if M is E-connected for some E, then
it is connected.

Let P = (G,Pre) be an oblivious pattern model. Recall that oblivious
implies that Pre(G) = ⊤, for every communication graph G ∈ G. We define
the relation G ∼a G

′ whenever Ga = G′a, with G,G′ ∈ G and a ∈ A. We say
that P is connected if G

∪∼∗
AG

′, for every pair or graphs G,G′ ∈ G. Again,
we alternatively define connectivity as follows. For every pair of graphs
G,G′ ∈ G, (G,G′) is an edge of P if there exists a ∈ A such that G ∼a G

′.
A path (G = G1, G2, . . . , Gm = G′) in P between two graphs G,G′ ∈ P is a
sequence of graphs such that (Gi, Gi+1) is an edge of P , with m ≥ 2. We say
that the path passes through (Gk, Gk+1), for each 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1. Given an
edge set E of P , we say that P is E-connected if for every G,G′ ∈ G there
is a path between the graphs that passes only through edges of E (hence E
must span all graphs of P). Again, if P is E-connected for some E, then it
is connected.

4.2 Consensus and connectivity

Informally, the consensus problem [34] requires each agent of a distributed
system to irrevocably decide a value among the inputs of the agents, with
the constraint that all decided values must be the same. We consider the fol-
lowing definition of the problem that suits better the failure-free distributed
systems studied here.

Recall that I denotes the finite set of possible inputs of the agents and⊥ is
a default value not in I. In the definition of consensus below, the agents make
irrevocable decisions. This is formally captured with a decision function d
from the set of local agent states of the full-information protocol to the
set I ∪ {⊥}. Intuitively, if an agent is in a local state s and d(s) ̸= ⊥,
then d(s) is its decision and that decision never changes. Formally, any
decision function dmust satisfy the following irrevocability property: in every
execution, if an agent a is in state s at the end of round r ≥ 0 and d(s) ̸= ⊥,
then at the end of every round r′ ≥ r, d(s′) = d(s), where s′ is the state of a
at the end of round r′.

Recall that each agent a starts every execution with a private input value
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from the input set I. We say that a decision function d solves the consensus
problem against adversary Adv , if the following three properties are satisfied
in every execution of the adversary Adv :

• Termination. For every agent a, there is a finite r ≥ 0 such that
d(s) ̸= ⊥, where s is the state of a at the end of round r.1

• Validity. For every agent a, if there is a round r ≥ 0 such that
d(s) ̸= ⊥, where s is the state of a at the end of round r, then d(s) is
the input of some agent b in that execution.

• Agreement. For any pair of agents a, b, if there are rounds ra, rb ≥ 0
such that d(sa), d(sb) ̸= ⊥, where sa and sb are the states of a and b at
the end of rounds ra and rb, respectively, then d(sa) = d(sb).

The solvability of consensus thus involves determining if there is such
a decision function for a given adversary. If there is no such function, we
say that consensus is impossible against Adv . As anticipated, the consensus
impossibility condition is related to connectivity of the epistemic model of
the system after a number of rounds. The relation is the following.

Suppose that there is a decision function d that solves the consensus
problem against an oblivious adversary Adv . We start by observing that since
I is finite, there are finitely many input vectors, and hence there is a finite r ≥
0 such that every agent makes a decision at the end of round r in every
execution, as d satisfies Termination. Therefore, for the configuration C at
the end of any r-execution of Adv , d(C(a)) ̸= ⊥, for every agent a.

In the rest of the section, we consider only configurations of Cr
Adv . We

make the following observations about d and any configuration C:

• Since d satisfies Validity, for each agent a, d(C(a)) is the input of
some agent b in the r-execution that ends at C.

• Since d satisfies Agreement, for each pair of agents a, b, d(C(a)) =
d(C(b)). We say that d(C(a)) is the decision at configuration C, and
is denoted d(C).

1We will see later that this property implies a stronger property stating that there is a
finite r ≥ 0 such that every agent decides at time r, at the latest, in every execution.
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• For any configuration C ′ such that C and C ′ are indistinguishable for
some agent a, i.e., C(a) = C ′(a), we have that d(C(a)) = d(C ′(a)).
Moreover, by the previous observation, for any agent b, d(C(a)) =
d(C ′(b)). Namely, the decisions at C and C ′ are the same.

Combining the three observations we obtain:

Claim 4.2.1. Suppose that for configurations C1, . . . , Cm, m ≥ 2, there
are agents a1, . . . , am−1 such that Ck(ak) = Ck+1(ak), 1 ≤ k ≤ m − 1.
Then, d(C1) is the input of some agent in the r-execution that ends at Cm.

Consider now the epistemic model M r = (W r,∼r, Lr) obtained by up-
dating r times M0 with P , using the restricted modal product ⊙, where M0

is the initial epistemic model and P is the oblivious communication pattern
obtained from Adv .

By Theorem 3.4.2, there is a bijection f : W r → Cr such that, for ev-
ery agent a and worlds w,w′, w ∼r

a w
′ if and only if f(w)(a) = f(w′)(a).

Moreover, the proof of the theorem shows that there is such a bijection f
additionally satisfying that, for every world w and every input v, va ∈ Lr(w)
if and only if v is the input of agent a in the r-execution that ends at config-
uration f(w). Let us consider such a bijection f .

Consider any world w, and let v = d(f(w)). Consider any world w′ such
that w is connected with w′, and let (w = w1, w2, . . . wm = w′), with m ≥ 2,
be any path between w and w′. From the properties of f , we conclude that
there are agents a1, . . . , am−1 such that the configurations f(w1), . . . , f(wm)
and agents a1, . . . , am−1 satisfy the properties stated in the hypothesis of
Claim 4.2.1, i.e., f(wk)(ak) = f(wk+1)(ak), 1 ≤ k ≤ m−1. By Claim 4.2.1, v
is the input of some agent in the r-execution that ends at f(wm), and hence,
by the properties of f , vb ∈ Lr(wm). Thus, we have that M r, wm |= ψv,
where ψv is the formula va1 ∨ va2 ∨ . . . ∨ van , (intuitively, ψv indicates that
some agent has input v). Hence, formula ψv is true at every world that is
reachable from w, which gives the following connection between consensus
solvability and common knowledge:

Claim 4.2.2. For any world w, M r, w |= CAψv, where v = d(f(w)).

Suppose now that M r is connected. Then, for every world w and every
input value v, there is a world w′ such that va ∈ Lr(w) for every agent a (intu-

itively, in w′ all agents have input v), and w (
∪∼r

A)
∗w′. Thus, M r, w ⊭ CAψv.
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We stress that the election of w and d is arbitrary. By Claim 4.2.2, d can-
not solve consensus in round r. Therefore, we have the following connection
between connectivity and impossibility of consensus:

Lemma 4.2.3 (Impossibility of consensus and connectivity). Consider any
oblivious adversary Adv and let P = (G,Pre) be the communication pattern
obtained from Adv. If |I| > 1 and for every r ≥ 0, M r = M r−1 ⊙ P is
connected, then consensus is impossible against Adv.

4.3 A Sufficient Condition that Preserves Con-

nectivity

In light of Lemma 4.2.3, we now turn our attention to finding a condition for
oblivious communication patterns for preserving connectivity after any num-
ber of communication rounds. It is clear that for M r+1 to be connected, M r

and P must be connected; it is not sufficient, however. It is also required
that M r and P share certain properties. Below we identify one such condi-
tion. Intuitively, it says that after any number of rounds r, there is an edge
set of M r that preserves the uncertainty in the initial epistemic model M0

and the communication pattern P , which in turn will imply that M r+1 re-
mains connected.

Definition 4.3.1 (Strong edges). Consider any epistemic model M = (W,∼
, L) and any oblivious communication pattern P = (G,Pre). Let w,w′ ∈ W ,
and G,G′ ∈ G.

1. Let B = {a ∈ A | w ∼a w′}. An edge (w,w′) of M (possibly with
w = w′) is strong with respect to P, or just strong when P is clear
from the context, if there is a graph G ∈ G and a set ∅ ≠ C ⊆ B such
that GC =

⋃
a∈C Ga = C. An edge set E of M is strong with respect

to P, or just strong, if each edge of E is strong and M is E-connected.
The model M is strong with respect to P, or just strong, if it has a
strong edge set.

2. Let B = {a ∈ A | G ∼a G′}. An edge (G,G′) of P (possibly with
G = G′) is strong if there is a graph H ∈ G and a set ∅ ≠ C ⊆ B such
that HC =

⋃
a∈C Ha = C. An edge set E of P is strong if each edge

of E is strong and P is E-connected. The pattern model P is strong if
it has a strong edge set.
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Claim 4.3.1 (Preserving strong edges). Consider any epistemic model M =
(W,∼, L) and any oblivious communication pattern P = (G,Pre). The re-
stricted modal product ⊙ preserves strong edges:

1. For any strong edge (w,w′) of M , there is a graph G ∈ G such that
((w,G), (w′, G)) is an edge of the product M ⊙ P and is strong.

2. For any strong edge (G,G′) of P, for every world w ∈ W ,
((w,G), (w,G′)) is an edge of the product M ⊙ P and is strong.

Proof. Let M ⊙ P = (W ′,∼′, L′).
For the first case, consider any graph G and set C as stated in Defi-

nition 4.3.1 (1). Since P is oblivious, we have that Pre(G) = ⊤, hence
(w,G), (w′, G) ∈ W ′. Observe that, for every a ∈ C, Ga ⊆ GC = C ⊆ B,
then, w ∼Ga w′. Thus, (w,G) ∼′

a (w′, G) because w ∼Ga w′ and obvi-
ously Ga = Ga. Consequently, (w,G) ∼′

C (w′, G) and hence ((w,G), (w′, G))
is an edge of M ⊙ P . Observe that the edge ((w,G), (w′, G)) is also strong,
since (w,G) ∼′

C (w′, G) and GC = C.
For the second case, consider any graph H and set C as stated in Def-

inition 4.3.1 (2). As w ∼A w, clearly w ∼C w and w ∼Ga w, for ev-
ery a ∈ C. Since P is oblivious, we have Pre(G) = Pre(G′) = ⊤, hence
(w,G), (w,G′) ∈ W ′. It follows from the definition of C that Ga = G′a
for every a ∈ C (G ∼a G′ if and only if Ga = G′a). Thus, for ev-
ery a ∈ C, (w,G) ∼′

a (w,G
′), and consequently (w,G) ∼′

C (w,G′) and hence
((w,G), (w,G′)) is an edge ofM⊙P . Moreover, we have that ((w,G), (w,G′))
is strong because (w,G) ∼′

C (w,G′) and HC = C.

The next lemma shows that whenever it is the case that M and P have
strong edge sets, the product M ⊙ P has a strong edge set too. A repeated
application of the lemma thus implies that if we are able to find strong
edge sets of the initial epistemic model M0 and P , then consensus will be
impossible.

Lemma 4.3.2 (Strong edge sets invariant). Consider any epistemic model
M = (W,∼, L) and any oblivious pattern model P = (G,Pre). Suppose that
M and P are strong. Then, M ⊙ P = (W ′,∼′, L′) is strong.

Figure 4.1 graphically exemplifies the invariant in Lemma 4.3.2. A model
M appears at the top-left of the figure, with a strong edge set having all the
edges drawn with bold lines. Since the edge set is strong, for every pair of
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M : P :

M � P : M � P � P :

w

w′

F G

H

Pw

Pw′

(w,G)

(w′, G)

u′

u

Pu

Pu′

(u,H)

(u′, H)

...

...

... ...

Figure 4.1: A graphic description of the invariant for strong edge sets in
Lemma 4.3.2.

worlds there is a path between them that passes only through edges of the
set. A communication pattern P appears at the top-right, with a strong edge
set having all edges drawn with bold-dashed lines. In the product M ⊙ P ,
shown below M and P , every world w of M is replaced with a copy of P .
In the example, Pw denotes the copy of P replacing w in M ⊙P . Each bold
edge is strong, and hence there exists a graph of P that preserves the edge
in M ⊙P (in the sense of Claim 4.3.1 (1)). In the figure, for the edge (w,w′)
of M , such a graph of P is G. Hence M ⊙ P has the edge ((w,G), (w′, G)).
That edge connects the copies Pw and Pw′ . The same is true for every bold
edge in Fig. 4.1. Hence we conclude that if P is connected and each bold
edge is strong, M ⊙ P is connected. Let E ′ denote the edge set with bold
and bold-dashed edges ofM ⊙P . We thus have thatM ⊙P is E ′-connected.
To prove the impossibility of consensus, we would like to repeatedly apply
Lemma 4.3.2. If we want to argue that M ⊙ P ⊙ P is connected using the
same idea, we will need the edge set E ′ of M ⊙P to be strong. Making sure
that E ′ is strong is the purpose of assuming that P has a strong set. In the
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figure, the edge (G,H) of P is strong, then (u, u′) of M ⊙ P will be strong
(by Claim 4.3.1 (2)), and hence the copies Pu and Pu′ will be connected
in M ⊙ P ⊙ P (partially depicted at the bottom).

Before delving into the proof of Lemma 4.3.2, we discuss two examples
showing that, in some cases, the existence of strong edge sets of epistemic
models and communication patterns are necessary for preserving connectivity
after an arbitrary number of applications of the restricted modal product. In
both examples the set of agents is A = {a, b, c}.

For the first example, consider a connected epistemic model M with only
two worlds, w and w′, such that w ∼a w

′ and w ∼b w
′, but w ≁c w

′. Also
consider an oblivious communication pattern P with a single graph U , that
is, the universal relation, i.e., the in-neighbourhood in U of each agent is A.
Clearly P is also connected. We observe that M is not strong (with respect
to P). If that were the case, then its only edge, (w,w′) would be strong, which
implies that for some non-empty subset C ⊆ {a, b}, UC = C. However, note
that for every non-empty C ⊆ {a, b}, UC = A ̸= C. Thus, (w,w′) is not
strong. Finally, it is easy to check that M ⊙ P is disconnected.

M : P :

a b

c

G

a b

c

G′

b

M � P :

bwG′ wG w′G w′G′ba

M � P � P :

b b a b b

a, bw w′

Figure 4.2: An example of M and P such that (1) both are connected, (2)
M is strong, (3) P is not strong and (4) M ⊙ P ⊙ P is disconnected.

Figure 4.2 depicts the second example. The connected epistemic modelM
has two worlds w and w′ with distinct valuations (not shown in the picture).
The oblivious communication pattern P consists of two graphs, G and G′

with ⊤ precondition. Note that P is connected as well because Gb = G′b =
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{c}. We can verify that the edge (w,w′) is strong (with respect to P), since
the graph G and the set C = {a} satisfy the requirements in Def. 4.3.1 and
hence M is strong. We now show that P is not strong. For P to be strong,
its edge (G,G′) should be strong. If the edge is strong, then there will be a
graphH ∈ {G,G′} and a non-empty set C ⊆ {b} such thatHC = C. It must
be the case that C = {b}, but Gb = G′b = {b, c} so P is not strong. Finally,
as Figure 4.2 shows, the epistemic model obtained after two applications of
the restricted modal product is not connected. For clarity, a world (w,G)
of M ⊙ P is denoted wG, and the world identifiers of M ⊙ P ⊙ P are not
depicted.

Proof of Lemma 4.3.2. Let EM an EP be strong edge sets of M and P , re-
spectively, whose existence is guaranteed by assumption. For any pair of
worlds w,w′ ∈ W , fix a path Pw,w′ = (w1, w2, . . . , wm) between w and w′

(i.e., w = w1 and w′ = wm) such that each (wk, wk+1) ∈ EM (i.e., the edge
is strong); the existence of Pw,w′ directly follows from the definition of EM .
Similarly, for every pair of graphs G,G′ ∈ G, fix a path PG,G′ = (G =
G1, G2, . . . , Gm′ = G′) between G and G′ such that each (Gk, Gk+1) ∈ EP
(i.e., the edge is strong); the existence of PG,G′ follows from the definition
of EP . Below we use all these paths Pw,w′ and PG,G′ to define a strong edge
set E ′ of M ⊙ P .

For each (wk, wk+1) of Pw,w′ , ((wk, Gk), (wk+1, Gk)) is a strong edge of
M ⊙P by Claim 4.3.1 (1) for some graph Gk ∈ G. Let E ′ contain the strong
edges ((wk, Gk), (wk+1, Gk)).

For each (Gk, Gk+1) of PG,G′ and for any world w ∈ W , ((w,Gk), (w,Gk+1))
is a strong edge ofM⊙P by Claim 4.3.1 (2). Observe that ((w,G1), (w,G2),
. . . , (w,Gm′)) is a path in M ⊙ P between (w,G) and (w,G′). Let Pw,G,G′

denote that path. Let E ′ contain the strong edges ((w,Gk), (w,Gk+1)).
To conclude the proof of the lemma, we show that E ′ is a strong edge

set. By construction, all edges of E ′ are strong. Thus it remains to ar-
gue that, for every pair of worlds (w,G), (w′, G′) ∈ W ′ there is a path
between (w,G) and (w′, G′) that passes only through edges of E ′. Con-
sider the path Pw,w′ defined above. For all 1 ≤ k ≤ m − 1, we have
((wk, Gk), (wk+1, Gk)) ∈ E ′, for some Gk ∈ G. Observe that it can be
the case that G ̸= G1, G

′ ̸= Gm−1 or Gk ̸= Gk+1, for some 1 ≤ k ≤
m − 2. Hence ((w1, G1), (w2, G1), (w3, G2), . . . , (wm−1, Gm−1), (wm, Gm−1))
might not be a path between (w,G) and (w′, G′). To overcome the is-
sue, we use the paths Pw,G,G′ defined above: the paths Pw,G,G1 , Pw′,Gm−1,G′
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and Pwk,Gk,Gk+1
, for each 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 2 together with the edges above give

the desired path between (w,G) and (w′, G′):

P(w=w1),G,G1 · ((w1, G1), (w2, G1)) · Pw2,G1,G2

·((w2, G2), (w3, G2)), . . . , ((wm−1 ·Gm−1), (wm, Gm−1))
·P(wm=w′),Gm−1,G′ .

This concludes the proof.

We can now show that strong edge sets preclude solving consensus:

Corollary 4.3.2.1 (Strong edge sets and impossibility of consensus). Con-
sider any oblivious adversary Adv and let P be the oblivious communication
pattern obtained from Adv. If the initial epistemic model M0 and P are
strong and |I| > 1, then consensus is impossible against the adversary Adv.

Proof. By induction on r ≥ 0, we show that M r has a strong edge set, which
implies it is connected. The base case, r = 0, holds by assumption. For the
inductive step, assume that M r has a strong edge set. By assumption, P
also has a strong edge set. Lemma 4.3.2 directly implies that M r+1 =M r ⊙
P has a strong edge set. Thus, consensus is impossible against Adv , by
Lemma 4.2.3.

4.4 Applying the Condition

We now use the previous corollary to argue that consensus is impossible
against three oblivious adversaries: iterated snapshot [1], iterated immediate
snapshot [11], and an adversary that models the test-and-set primitive in
multicore architectures (see for example [28]). The impossibility results are
well known but here we derive them using our machinery. The three oblivious
adversaries were originally defined for shared-memory distributed systems.
Here we describe them as oblivious adversaries.

Definition 4.4.1.

1. The Test-And-Set adversary, denoted TAS, contains every communi-
cation graph G satisfying that there is a ∈ A such that Ga = {a}, and
for any b ∈ A different from a, Gb = A.
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2. The Iterated Immediate Snapshot adversary, denoted IIS , contains ev-
ery communication graph G ∈ IS such that if b ∈ Ga, then Gb ⊆ Ga,
for every a, b ∈ A.

3. The Iterated Snapshot adversary, denoted IS , contains every communi-
cation graph G satisfying that Ga ⊆ Gb or Gb ⊆ Ga, for every a, b ∈ A.

{a}{b, c} {b}{a, c} {c}{a, b}

a

bc

a

bc

a

bc

Figure 4.3: Communication graphs for three-agent TAS.

{a, b, c} {a, b}{c} {a, c}{b} {b, c}{a}

a

bc

a

bc

a

bc

a

bc

{a}{b}{c} {a}{c}{b} {b}{a}{c} {b}{c}{a}

a

bc

a

bc

a

bc

a

bc

{c}{a}{b} {c}{b}{a}

a

bc

a

bc

Figure 4.4: Communication graphs for three-agent IIS except for the graphs
in Fig. 4.3.
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a

bc

a

bc

a

bc

a

bc

a

bc

a

bc

Figure 4.5: Communication graphs for three-agent IS except the graphs in
Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4.

It is not difficult to check that the adversaries are related as follows:

Claim 4.4.1. If n ≥ 3, TAS ⊂ IIS ⊂ IS .

For instance, the graphs for three-agent TAS are shown in Fig. 4.3. The
graphs for three-agent IIS are the graphs in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4. Finally,
the graphs for three-agent IS are the graphs in Fig. 4.3, Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5.

Before applying the condition, we show that M0, the initial epistemic
model, is connected. This result will be used later: we will argue that the
set with all edges of M0 is a strong edge set with respect to TAS, IIS and IS.

Claim 4.4.2 (Connectivity of M0). The initial epistemic model M0 is con-
nected.

Proof. By definition, the worlds of M0 = (W 0,∼0, L0) are all input vectors
over the input set I. Let I and I ′ be any pair of distinct worlds (input vectors)
in W 0. We have I ∼0

a I
′ if and only if I(a) = I ′(a). Let a be any agent such

that I(a) ̸= I ′(a). Consider the world I ′′ ∈ W 0 such that I ′′(a) = I ′(a) and
I ′′(b) = I(b) for any agent b ̸= a. Thus, I ∼0

a I
′′. Note that I ′′ and I ′ differ in

one entry fewer than do I and I ′. Repeating the argument at most n times

we obtain that I (
∪∼0

a)
∗ I ′. Therefore, M0 is connected.

We now use Corollary 4.3.2.1 to show that the impossibility of consensus
against TAS , as long as n ≥ 3.2

2For the case n = 2, it is actually the case that consensus is possible against TAS .
The adversary has only two graphs. In a consensus algorithm, the agents decide after one
round of communication; the agent that receives no message from the other agent decides
its input, and the agent receiving the input of the other decides that input.
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Theorem 4.4.3 (Impossibility for TAS ). If n ≥ 3, consensus is impossible
against TAS.

Proof. Let PTAS be the communication pattern obtained from TAS . It is
not difficult to see that PTAS is connected: since n ≥ 3, for every two of its
graphs, G and G′, there is at least one a ∈ A such that Ga = G′a = A,
hence G ∼a G

′. We now argue that each edge of M0 is strong and each edge
of PTAS is strong too. Thus, the edge sets with all edges of M0 and PTAS ,
respectively, are strong.

Consider any edge (w,w′) of M0. Pick any a ∈ A such that w ∼a w
′.

Let C = {a}. Let G be the graph of PTAS such that Ga = {a}. Defini-
tion 4.3.1 (1) is satisfied since Ga = C. Thus the edge is strong.

Consider any edge (G,G′) of PTAS . We have two cases. If G = G′,
then for C = A, H = G, Definition 4.3.1 (2) is clearly satisfied. In the
second case, G ̸= G′, the definition of TAS and the fact that n ≥ 3, by
assumption, guarantee that there are distinct a, b ∈ A such that Ga = {a},
G′b = {b} and G′a = Gb = A, and for every c ∈ A \ {a, b}, Gc = G′c = A.
Pick any c ∈ A \ {a, b}. Let C = {c} and H be the graph of PTAS such
that Hc = {c}. We have G ∼c G

′ and Hc = C, which clearly satisfies
Definition 4.3.1 (2). Thus, (G,G′) is also strong in this case.

The conditions of Corollary 4.3.2.1 hold, and hence the theorem follows.

The previous theorem and the containments in Claim 4.4.1 directly give
the consensus impossibility for the other two adversaries, IS and IIS . The
reason is that if there is a consensus algorithm against Adv ⊃ TAS , that algo-
rithm solves consensus against TAS , as all executions of TAS are executions
of Adv . But we already know that consensus is impossible against TAS , by
the previous theorem, therefore consensus is impossible against Adv . How-
ever, for completeness, we present impossibility proofs for IS and IIS based
on strong edge sets.

Theorem 4.4.4 (Impossibility for IS ). Consensus is impossible against IS .

Proof. Let PIS be the communication pattern obtained from IS . We first
check that PIS is connected. Consider any two graphs G,G′ of PIS . By
definition of IS , Ga ⊆ Gb or Gb ⊆ Ga, for every a, b ∈ A. As for eve-
ry a ∈ A, a ∈ Ga, there must exist a c ∈ A such that Gc = A. Let c be
any such agent. It similarly happens to G′. Pick any d ∈ A with G′d = A.
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Let H be the graph of PIS such that Ga = A, for every agent a ∈ A. Hence
we have G ∼c H ∼d G

′. Therefore we conclude that PIS is connected.
We now argue that each edge of both M0 and PIS is strong. Consider

any edge (w,w′) of M0. Pick any a ∈ A such that w ∼a w
′. Let C = {a}

and G be any graph of PIS such that Ga = {a} (an example of such a graph
is the one in which Gb = A, for every agent b ̸= a). Clearly Ga = C, which
satisfies Definition 4.3.1 (1). Thus the edge is strong.

Consider any edge (G,G′) of PIS . If G = G′, then we set C = A and
H = G, which clearly satisfy Definition 4.3.1 (2). If G ̸= G′, consider any
agent a ∈ A such that G ∼a G

′. The definition of IS implies that there is
a graph H of PIS such that Ha = {a}. Let C = {a}. Clearly, G ∼a G

′

and Ha = C, which satisfies Definition 4.3.1 (2). Thus, (G,G′) is strong.
The theorem directly follows from Corollary 4.3.2.1.

Theorem 4.4.5 (Impossibility for IIS ). Consensus is impossible against IIS .

Proof. Let PIIS be the pattern model built from IIS. We will identify the
graph that corresponds to the sequence of concurrency classes [C1, C2, . . . , Ck]
as G[C1,C2,...,Ck].

First, M 0 is connected from Thm. 4.4.2. We will prove that the edges
of M 0 are strong. Let (w,w′) be an edge of M 0 and B = {a ∈ A | w ∼a

w′}. If B = A, then (w,w′) is strong with C = A and the graph G[A]

Otherwise, B ⊂ A and (w,w′) is strong with C = B and the communication
graph G[B,A−B].

Second, consider the set of edges EPIIS
= {(G[A], G[C1,C2,...,Ck]) of PIIS.

EPIIS
clearly connects PIIS. The edge (G[A], G[C1,C2,...,Ck]) is strong with

C = C1, and the communication graph G[C1,A−C1]. Thus, EPIIS
is strong.

The theorem directly follows from Corollary 4.3.2.1.

After presenting our sufficient condition for preserving connectivity in this
chapter and showing some examples on how to test the condition, we present,
in Ch. 5, a parametrization of pattern models with an arbitrary protocol.
This parametrization is needed for protocol verification. Additionally, the
structures are modified to simplify the formalism.



Chapter 5

Parametrized pattern models

We can arguably say that the pattern model formalism, defined in Ch. 3 and
used in Ch. 4, has two inconveniences: (1) the the size of the preconditions of
the communication graphs with respect to the number of rounds may grow
exponentially, and (2) the fact that only the full-information protocol is de-
scribable using the formalism. (1) is expected, as the number of worlds grows
exponentially in r and the precondition of a communication graph selects the
worlds where the graph may describe a possible next round of communica-
tion between the agents. (2) is an inconvenience because formal verification
may require to analyze communication running an arbitrary protocol. In this
chapter, we present a modification of pattern models that overcomes both
inconveniences.

Now, we modify the formalism for dealing with arbitrary protocols avoid-
ing the computation of graph preconditions.

First, we will provide a way to define a protocol. Second, we will redefine
a pattern model deleting the preconditions of the graphs. Third, we will
define epistemic models for distributed systems by replacing ∼, in the epis-
temic models, with a function, S, that we will use for tracking local states
of agents and adding other function for tracking the sequence of communi-
cation graphs. Also, since we do not have graph preconditions anymore, we
will aggregate other function S for tracking the sequence of communication
graphs occurred in a given r-execution. Note that S and S have different ty-
pography. Finally, we will redefine the semantics for interpreting a formula
in LDC on an epistemic model for distributed systems, and the restricted
modal product taking into account a given protocol. In this case, the seman-
tics will be defined for the logic LDC , i.e., without an update modality. We

55
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will treat an update as an external procedure because we have not found an
axiomatization for a logic with update an modality yet.

5.1 Protocol definition

Let us define an arbitrary deterministic protocol. Let Loc be a set of local
states of the agents that run a protocol. Let Msg be a set of possible message
contents (i.e., the information that an agent can send to the other agents).
A protocol P is a pair of functions (µ, λ), where:

• µ : Loc → (Msg ∪ {⊥})n is a function that specifies the messages that
an agent may send to the other agents

• λ : Loc× (Msg ∪{⊥})n → Loc is a function that specifies the next local
state of an agent given the messages that it receives from the other
agents

The i-th element in the tuples in the image of µ is the message to be sent
to agent ai. The domain of λ are pairs. The second element of each pair is
an n-tuple. The i-th element in such an n-tuple is the message from ai or ⊥
if no message arrived from ai. The ⊥ symbol represents that a message was
not sent or received and it is assumed that ⊥ /∈ Msg ∪ I.

5.2 Simplified pattern models

Definition 5.2.1 (Simplified pattern model). A simplified pattern model,
G, is a set of communication graphs.

Now, a pattern model only consists of a set of communication graphs.

5.3 Epistemic models for distributed systems

Definition 5.3.1. An epistemic model for distributed system D is a four-
tuple (W,S, L, S) where W and L are defined as in Sect. 2.4, and

• S : W × A → Loc is a function that associates a (world, agent)-pair
with a local state
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• S : W → G∗
A is a function that associates a world with a sequence

of communication graphs where G∗
A is the set of finite sequences of

communication graphs of GA.

Note that, in some sense, S associates a world w with the corresponding
configuration of the system: (S(w, a1),S(w, a2), . . . ,S(w, an)).

5.3.1 The initial epistemic model for distributed sys-
tems.

Since the protocols are now arbitrary, we need a way to state the initial local
state of an agent depending on a protocol P. We use a function sP : A×I →
Loc, which depends on the protocol, that associates an (agent, input)-pair,
(ai, v), with the initial local state of ai on protocol P starting with input v.

We build D0
P,Adv = (W 0,S0, L0, S0), the initial epistemic model for dis-

tributed systems for P, any adversary Adv and I with P = {vai | ai ∈
A and v ∈ I} as follows. W 0, S0 and L0 are defined as in Subsect. 2.4.1, and

• S0(I, ai) = sP(ai, I(i))

• S(w) = ϵ ∀w ∈ W 0

An example is shown in Fig. 5.1. In such a model, sP(ai, I(i)) = I(i). W
is depicted as nodes. L is depicted in the top of the nodes. S is added in the
middle of the nodes. And, S is depicted in the bottom of the nodes as an
array where its i-th position is S(w, ai). An edge (w,w′) labelled with agent
a is shown if S(w, ai) = S(w′, ai).

5.4 Parametrized pattern models logic

From now on, consider an arbitrary protocol P and an arbitrary input set I,
the pattern models G1,G2, . . . for Adv as defined above, and D0

P, the initial
epistemic model for distributed systems for A, I, and P.

Let us define mw
ai
|G= (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) ∈ (Msg ∪ {⊥})n where

mj =

{
µ(S(w, aj))(i) if ajGai

⊥ otherwise.
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0a, 1b
ϵ
[0,1]

(0,1)

1a, 1b
ϵ
[1,1]

(1,1)

0a, 0b
ϵ
[0,0]

(0,0)

1a, 0b
ϵ
[1,0]

(1,0)
b

a

a

b

Figure 5.1: Epistemic model for distributed systems.

The j-th element, mj, of m
w
ai
|G is the message that agent ai receives from

agent aj in world w when G occurs or ⊥ if the message does not arrive.
Since the syntax of LDC , as well as the pattern model structure, are

already defined, we only define here the epistemic models for distributed
systems, the parametrized restricted modal product given a protocol P, and
the semantics on epistemic models for distributed systems.

Definition 5.4.1 (Epistemic models for distributed systems and parametrized
restricted modal product). Let G1,G2, . . . be the pattern models describing
Adv. We define the epistemic models for distributed systems for P and Adv
and the parametrized restricted modal product simultaneously as follows.

The initial epistemic model for distributed systems, D0
P,Adv , is an epis-

temic model for distributed systems for P and Adv.
Given Di

P,Adv = (W i,S i, Li, Si), and Gi+1, Di+1
P,Adv = Di

P,Adv ⊙P Gi+1

= (W i+1,S i+1, Li+1, Si+1) is an epistemic model for distributed systems for
P and Adv, where ⊙P is defined so that:

• W i+1 = {(w,G) ∈ W i ×Gi+1 | Si(w) ·G is a prefix of Adv}

• S i+1((w,G), a) = λ(S i(w, a),mw
a |G)

• Li+1((w,G)) = Li(w)

• Si+1((w,G)) = Si(w) ·G
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Definition 5.4.2 (Semantics). Let D = (W,S, L) be an epistemic model for
distributed systems. Let p ∈ P, w,w′ ∈ W , a ∈ A, and φ, ψ ∈ LCD be given.
Let us define ∼a= {(w,w′) ∈ W ×W | S(w, a) = S(w′, a)}.

D , w |= p iff p ∈ L(w)

D , w |= ¬φ iff D , w ̸|= φ

D , w |= φ ∧ ψ iff D , w |= φ and D , w |= ψ

D , w |= DBφ iff for all w′ such that w ∼B w′ D , w′ |= φ

D , w |= CBφ iff for all w′ such that w
∪∼∗
B w′D , w′ |= φ

0a, 1b
ϵ

[{0}, {1}]

(0,1)

1a, 1b
ϵ

[{1}, {1}]

(1,1)

0a, 0b
ϵ

[{0}, {0}]

(0,0)

1a, 0b
ϵ

[{1}, {0}]

(1,0)
b

a

a

b

Figure 5.2: Epistemic model for distributed computing D0
P∪ .

Example 5.4.1. As an example, we demonstrate a protocol for two pro-
cesses, P∪ = (µ∪, λ∪), that changes the structure after one update on IIS. In
this protocol, an agent sends its local state to the other process and updates
its local state with the set of inputs that it receives at the end of the round.
Thus, we will have three local states: {0}, {1}, and {0, 1}. In this case, we
can define Loc∪ = Msg∪ = {{0}, {1}, {0, 1}}. Let s, s1, s2 ∈ Loc∪ = Msg∪.

The message function, µ∪, is defined as follows:

µ∪(s) = (s, s).
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0a, 0b
[{b}{a}]
[{0},{0}]

(0,{b}{a})

0a, 0b
[{a,b}]

[{0},{0}]
(0,{a,b})

0a, 0b
[{a}{b}]
[{0},{0}]

(0,{a}{b})

0a, 1b
[{a}{b}]

[{0}, {0, 1}]
(1,{a}{b})

1a, 0b
[{a,b}]

[{0, 1}, {0, 1}]
(2,{a,b})

1a, 0b
[{b}{a}]

[{0, 1}, {0}]
(2,{b}{a})

0a, 1b
[{b}{a}]

[{0, 1}, {1}]
(1,{b}{a})

0a, 1b
[{a,b}]

[{0, 1}, {0, 1}]
(1,{a,b})

1a, 0b
[{a}{b}]

[{1}, {0, 1}]
(2,{a}{b})

1a, 1b
[{a}{b}]
[{1}, {1}]

(3,{a}{b})

1a, 1b
[{a,b}]

[{1}, {1}]
(3,{a,b})

1a, 1b
[{b}{a}]
[{1}, {1}]

(3,{b}{a})

a, b

a, b

a

bb

a

a, b

a

b b

a

a, b

a, b

Figure 5.3: D0
P∪ ⊙P∪ Ptwo-IIS .
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The local state transition function, λ∪, is defined as follows:

λ∪(s, (s1, s2)) = s1 ∪ s2.

Note that for any value ({0}, {1}, or {0, 1}) of s1 and s2, s = s1 or s = s2.
The initial epistemic model for distributed systems for this protocol, D0

P∪,
is shown in Fig. 5.2. In such a model, sP∪(ai, I(i)) = {I(i)}. After one
round of communication in IIS executing P∪, the updated epistemic model
for distributed systems is D0

P∪ ⊙P∪ Ptwo-IIS , shown in Fig. 5.3.

5.5 Parametrized pattern models for arbitrary

adversaries

The sequence of pattern models G1,G2, . . . that describes an adversary Adv
is defined as follows.

• Gi = {G ∈ GA | there is an i-execution (I, S ·G) of Adv}.

5.5.1 The product ⊙P reflects the local state change
through rounds

In Subsect. 3.4.1 we defined the conditions that a sequence of pattern models
must satisfy to reflect an adversary. In such a definition, the full-information
protocol was assumed. Now, we slightly modify the definition of reflect, for
arbitrary protocols.

Let Adv be an adversary. For every i ≥ 0, we define the set Ci
Adv ,P =

{C | there is an i-execution (I, S) of Adv that ends in the configuration C
executing the protocol P}, where the configurations are elements in Locn.

Let G1,G2, . . . be an infinite sequence of pattern models. We say that
the sequence G1,G2, . . . reflects the adversary Adv on protocol P if for
each r ≥ 1, there is a surjection f r : W r → Cr

Adv ,P, where D
0
P,Adv is the

initial epistemic model for distributed systems built as described above and
Dr

P = (W r,Sr, Lr, Sr) = D0
P ⊙G1 ⊙G2 ⊙ · · · ⊙Gr. If G1 = G2 = . . . , we

simply say that G1 reflects Adv on protocol P.
The “reflect” definition for arbitrary protocols takes into account the

protocol in the definition of the Ci
Adv ,P sets, and changes the requirement

of f r to be a surjection instead of a bijection. The property of f r that
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ensures w ∼a w
′ (in an epistemic model) if and only if f r(w) and f r(w′)

are indistinguishable for a is actually still there, but it relies on the new
semantics defined because knowledge is defined in terms of S.

Notice that in this case, depending on the protocol, there may be no bi-
jection between the worlds of D0

P,Adv ⊙P G1 ⊙P G2 ⊙P · · · ⊙P Gi and the
configurations because two different i-executions may end in the same con-
figuration. To see this, consider the following scenario:

For simplicity, we will think of only one agent that has a binary input,
and that the agent is able to distinguish between both values. The protocol
Pf = (µf , λf ) is described as follows: agent a sends its own local state to itself
and changes its local state to the local state −. Formally, LocPf

= MsgPf
=

{0, 1,−}, µf (v) = (v), and λf (v, (v)) = −, with v ∈ LocPf
= MsgPf

. The

initial epistemic model for distributed systems D0
Pf

modeling such a situation

is shown in Fig. 5.4. Here, sPf
(ai, I(i)) = I(i). The pattern model Gf ,

shown in Fig. 5.5, consists of the unique reflexive communication graph on
the set {a}. The epistemic model for distributed systems D0

Pf
⊙PP is shown

in Fig. 5.6.

0a
ϵ
[0]

(0)

1a
ϵ
[1]

(1)

Figure 5.4: Epistemic model for distributed systems D0
Pf
.

a

G

Figure 5.5: Pattern model Gf .
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0a
[G]
[−]

(0,G)

1a
[G]
[−]

(1,G)

a

Figure 5.6: Epistemic model for distributed systems D ⊙P G.

Theorem 5.5.1 (Correspondence between worlds and configurations for
parametrized pattern models). Let Adv be an adversary, P be an arbitrary
protocol, and G1,G2, . . . be the pattern models built from Adv, as described
above. Then, G1,G2, . . . reflects Adv on protocol P.

To prove Theorem 5.5.1, we will define f r for all r ∈ N and prove it is a
surjective function.

Proof. For each r ∈ N we define the function

f r(w) = (Sr(w, a1),Sr(w, a2), . . . ,Sr(w, an))

We will prove that f r is surjective by induction on r.

Base case. Let us observe two facts. First, D0
P is built so that we have

a world I for each input vector I. Second, the 0-execution (I, [ ]) ends in
configuration C = (sP(a1, I(1)), sP(a2, I(2)), . . . , sP(an, I(n))).

Let C ∈ C0
Adv ,P. By definition of C0

Adv ,P, there is a 0-execution, (I, [ ]),
that ends in C. Moreover, C = (sP(a1, I(1)), sP(a2, I(2)), . . . , sP(an, I(n)))
because sP computes the initial local state of a process given its input. In
particular, f 0(I) = (sP(a1, I(1)), sP(a2, I(2)), . . . , sP(an, I(n))), and I ∈ W 0

by construction. Then, f 0(I) = C. Thus, f 0 is surjective.

Inductive hypothesis. Let Dk
P,Adv = (W k,Sk, Lk, Sk) = D0

P,Adv⊙PG
1⊙P

G2 ⊙P · · · ⊙P Gk , and w,w′ ∈ W k. We assume that fk is surjective.

Inductive step. Let Dk+1
P = (W k+1,Sk+1, Lk+1, Sk+1) = Dk

P⊙PPk+1. We
need to show that fk+1 is surjective.

Let Ck+1 = (lk+1
a1

, lk+1
a2

, . . . , lk+1
an ) ∈ Ck+1

Adv ,P. By definition of Ck+1
Adv ,P, there

is a k + 1-execution, (I, [G1, G2, . . . , Gk, Gk+1]), that ends in Ck+1. Since
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Ck+1 ∈ Ck+1
Adv ,P, there is a configuration Ck ∈ Ck

Adv ,P such that the k-execution

(I, [G1, G2, . . . , Gk) ends in Ck. Since fk is surjective, and Ck ∈ Ck
Adv ,P,

there is w ∈ W k such that (1) fk(w) = Ck, because fk is surjective, (2) for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n λ(Sk(w, ai),m

w
ai

| Gk+1) = lk+1
ai

, otherwise Ck+1 would not be

an element of Ck+1
Adv ,P because P is defined by µ and λ, and (3) Sk(w) ·Gk+1 is

a prefix of Adv . (w,G) ∈ W k+1 because (I, [G1, G2, . . . , Gk, Gk+1]) is a k+1-
execution. Since fk+1(w,G) = Ck+1, fk+1 is surjective.

After presenting the parametrized pattern models in this chapter, we
conclude this thesis, in Ch. 6, with a final discussion.



Chapter 6

Final discussion

After presenting our results in Ch. 3, Ch. 4 and Ch. 5, we close this thesis by
mentioning related work in Sect. 6.1, concluding in Sect. 6.2, and mentioning
some avenues for future research in Sect. 6.3.

6.1 Related work

The formal treatment of knowledge in distributed computing was pioneered
by Halpern and Moses in [24]. Perhaps their most important result is hav-
ing proved that common knowledge amounts to simultaneity. The book by
Fagin, Halpern, Moses, and Vardi [20] was pivotal, as it summarized numer-
ous results and compared different approaches to studying many aspects of
knowledge in a system of agents.

Action models first appeared in [5]. Such a formalism, however, was only
first considered for modeling evolution of knowledge in distributed systems
in [22], by Goubault, Ledent, and Rajsbaum and in [35], by Pfleger and
Schmid, as far as we know.

Closer to our work is [22], where the authors exhibit a tight connection
between the topological approach [26] to distributed computing and Kripke
models. A second contribution of [22] is employing the restricted modal prod-
uct operator of action models to model knowledge change between agents af-
ter a round. A third important result is employing action models to represent
“tasks”. A task is the equivalent of a function in distributed computability.
The task defines the possible inputs to the agents, and for each set of inputs,
it specifies the set of outputs that the agents may produce. By representing

65
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the task itself, the possibility of solving a task amounts to the existence of a
certain simplicial map.

The objective of [35], which uses action models as well, is that of obtaining
lower limits on the number of bits necessary for implementing a protocol
that is specified with an initial epistemic model and an infinite sequence of
action models that describe how the epistemic model is updated through
an infinite sequence of communication rounds. Like us, [35] uses dynamic-
network models. Unlike us, [35] assumes that the action models are given.
As a result, [35] does not build an action model and is not concerned with
the size of the action models.

The work in [8] observes drawbacks similar to the ones we found when
using the action model framework in other contexts. The authors propose an
extension of epistemic models adding a function and an update mechanism.
Adding such a function decreases the number of events needed to represent
certain problems. Our proposal, however, can be directly applied to the
context of distributed systems by the communication between agents.

In [46], the pattern models are presented as an extension of action models
where each event is associated with a communication graph. In this contribu-
tion, we correct the construction of the infinite sequences of pattern models
given an adversary whose preconditions were wrong in [46]. Additionally,
the formalism is modified so that the set of communication graphs are the
set of events, and the event relations are removed. The first modification
limits the number of events because the number of communication graphs
depends on the number of agents. The second modification causes losing a
direct transformation from action models to communication pattern models.
In contrast to [46], that describes agents exclusively communicating using the
full-information protocol, we propose a parametrization of the logic for an-
alyzing arbitrary protocols. Hence, despite the consequences of the changes
above, pattern models are more adequate for analyzing distributed systems.

Baltag and Smets [6] proposed a similar formalism to that in [46]. The
motivation in [6] was that of analyzing epistemic superiority between groups
of agents in scenarios where an agent reads the whole databases from other
agents. Our motivation in [46], in contrast, was that of finding succinct
epistemic change representations in distributed models in a DEL approach.
The main differences between these two works are the use of preconditions
in [46] to describe communication allowed for non-oblivious models and the
modalities for epistemic superiority in [6]. Both approaches, however, were
designed to model agents communicating all they know to the others.
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In [15], the authors present a derived version of pattern models without
preconditions similar to the logical semantics in [6] with an axiomatization
that is a modification of the one presented in [6]. Additionally, they present
a simplicial complex interpretation of the language, similar to the one used
in [22, 42]. In [16], the authors prove that the pattern models of [15] and
action models are incomparable in update expressivity, i.e., there are some
updates that can be obtained using pattern models and cannot be obtained
using action models and vice versa.

The solvability of consensus against oblivious adversaries [19] is well un-
derstood. First, Santoro and Widmayer showed that consensus is impossible
if up to n − 1 messages may be lost by the same agent in each round [37].
This result was later complemented by Schmid, Weiss and Keidar [38], who
showed that consensus is possible if a quadratic number of messages is lost
per round, as long as these losses do not isolate the processes.

Coulouma, Godard, and Peters [19] were the first to provide a full con-
sensus solvability characterization, based on their beta equivalence relation
over the communication graphs of the adversary. The characterization states
that consensus is possible if and only if each equivalence class satisfies the
property of being broadcastable. Roughly speaking, a beta equivalence class
defines a connected component of the Kripke model of the full-information
protocol, and broadcastability means that if only graphs in a beta class occur
in an execution, there is a round such that, at the end of it, there is at least
one agent that is able to communicate (i.e., broadcast) its input to all agents.
Intuitively, this means that at that moment there is common knowledge on
the input of such agents, in the corresponding connected component. The
condition of Coulouma et al. shows that, for consensus to be solvable, it is not
enough to require Kripke models to be disconnected. Our impossibility char-
acterization only guarantees Kripke models remain connected at all times,
implying that there is a single beta equivalence class, which is necessarily
non-broadcastable. Arguably, our impossibility characterization is simpler
to state and test, although it is not a full solvability characterization.

Recently, Winkler, Paz, Rincon Galeana, Schmid, and Schmid [49] iden-
tified a simpler characterization, based on the notion of root components : a
root component of a communication graph is a connected component with
no incoming edges from the outside of the component. They observed that
the non-trivial case is when each graph G of the adversary has a single root
component, which is denoted root(G). Winkler et al. provided a simple and
elegant sequential (i.e., centralized) algorithm that decides whether consen-
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sus is solvable or not. Intuitively, their algorithm iteratively constructs the
beta classes of Coulouma et al. (through the root component notion) up to
a moment when it is possible to determine whether consensus is solvable or
not, against the adversary the algorithm starts with. This constructive ap-
proach allowed them to provide time bounds for the solvability of consensus,
in the cases where consensus is solvable. Roughly, the algorithm starts with
the graph G of the communication pattern P = (G,Pre), and each iteration
produces a new graph G′ with V (G′) = V (G) and E(G′) ⊆ E(G). An edge
(G,G′) ∈ E(G) remains in G′ if there exists a graph H in the connected com-
ponent of G (and G′) in G such that root(H) ⊆ B = {a ∈ A | G ∼a G

′}. At
the end of the execution of the algorithm, consensus is solvable if and only if
all connected components of the final graph G′ are root compatible, which ba-
sically means that they are broadcastable. Our notion of strong edges (Defi-
nition 4.3.1) is related to the requirement root(H) ⊆ B = {a ∈ A | G ∼a G

′}.
Both guarantee that the edge (G,G′) somehow remains in the next round
(recall Claim 4.3.1 and see [49, Claim 1]).

Being based on DEL machinery, our consensus impossibility characteri-
zation for oblivious adversaries is obtained using a different approach from
those in the aforementioned papers.

The case of non-oblivious adversaries is more complicated. One of the
main difficulties is that an adversary of this kind might not be limit-closed,
namely models do not need to be compact (e.g. [7, 31, 50]). For the case
n = 2, Fevat and Godard [21] showed a full solvability characterization for
non-oblivious adversaries. Intuitively, their characterization states that par-
ticular communication graph sequences should not be in the adversary to
make consensus solvable. Recently, Nowak, Schmid and Winkler [33] pro-
vided a full solvability characterization for consensus against general message
adversaries for any number of processes using point-set topology techniques
in the style of [3]. Roughly speaking, their characterization states that con-
sensus is solvable if and only if a topological space obtained from the com-
munication graph sequences of the adversary can be partitioned into at least
two non-empty sets that are both closed and open.

6.2 Concluding remarks

The formalization of knowledge in the distributed-computing literature has
still to have a more significant impact. The evidence is that many papers in
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distributed computing refer to knowledge informally.
At the same time, in the epistemic-logic literature, the formalism of action

models has emerged as an important mechanism for modeling the evolution
of knowledge. Hence, the works by Goubault, Ledent, and Rajsbaum [22], es-
tablishing a connection between action models and a topological approach to
distributed systems, and by Pfleger and Schmid [35], determining communi-
cation complexity lower bounds for solving distributed computing problems,
are relevant.

The use of action models for describing knowledge dynamics on dis-
tributed systems has certain inconveniences, as already discussed in [46], for
example. The main disadvantage is that of describing the communication be-
tween agents by the event preconditions. To overcome these disadvantages,
we proposed the pattern models formalism. Our models are applicable to a
large variety of distributed-computing models, called dynamic-network mod-
els. We define pattern models systematically for every round of execution
given an adversary. In the case of oblivious models, the pattern model re-
mains the same all through the computation so that we can describe an
oblivious dynamic-network model in constant space.

A simple modification in the definition of the restricted modal product ⊙,
parametrizing such a product with a given protocol P, generates a new dy-
namic epistemic logic that works specifically for such a protocol. Hence, our
approach can be applied in automated distributed-system verification. Given
a set of inputs, a protocol and a number r of rounds, an automated process
can create an initial epistemic model, update the model r times, and verify
system properties.

A non-standard point in the parametrized logics is that formulas are in-
terpreted on epistemic models for distributed systems, instead of on usual
epistemic models. The definitions of such logics, however, can be presented in
a standard way. The local states can be represented with sets of propositions
and the local state change can be modelled with assignments or postcondi-
tions as in [39, 44]. A straightforward way to make this change is as follows.
First, use a (possibly countably infinite) set of local propositions Pai for each
agent ai ∈ A so that Pa1 , Pa1 , . . . , Pan partitions P . A local state of ai will
be described by a subset of Pai . Second, change the description of the pro-
tocols so that µ, and λ change their signs as follows: µ : P → (Msg ∪{⊥})n,
and λ : P × (Msg ∪ {⊥})n → P . µ(L(w) ∩ Pai) calculates a tuple with the
messages that ai sends to the other agents in world w. λ(L(w) ∩ Pai ,m

w
ai
)

calculates the finite set of true valued propositions that describes the new
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local state of ai, where m
w
ai
is a tuple such that mw

ai
(j) is the message that ai

receives from aj in world w. mw
ai

can be defined in terms of µ. Finally, the
product must be modified so that L′(w,G) =

⋃
a∈A λ(L(w) ∩ Pa,m

w
a ) and

(w,G) ∼′
a (w

′, G′) if and only if L(w,G) ∩ Pa = L(w′, G′) ∩ Pa.
The dynamic epistemic logics proposed in this thesis provide a different

way of modelling distributed computing scenarios separating the description
of the distributed computing models, that relies on the pattern models, and
the protocols. The protocol is arbitrary in the parametrized logics or is
the full-information protocol in the non-parametrized formalism. Such a
separation makes the logics more practical compared to action models, that
make the analysis more complex for finding compact representations.

An alternative approach to modeling distributed systems epistemically is
via interpreted systems, as in [13], [24], or [32]. In these works, protocols
are modeled explicitly, and indistinguishability is generated directly from
the local states; consequently there is no need for a communication pattern
model (or an action model) that models the dynamics of the system. Since
we use epistemic models (or epistemic models for distributed systems) and
pattern models (or parametrized pattern models), we need to show that the
indistinguishability relation that they generate coincides with the one based
on local states in the corresponding model, which is shown in Theorems 3.4.2
and 5.5.1.

We may note now that interpreted systems and parametrized pattern
models are similar formalisms: both work with configurations. There are dif-
ferences, however. In the formalism of interpreted systems, we first select the
executions to be analyzed and then we label the configurations with proposi-
tional variables. In the case of parametrized pattern models, by contrast, we
label the worlds at the beginning describing the input of the processes and
then we update the epistemic model for distributed systems r times. Thus,
we may end with worlds w and w′ such that Sr(w, a) = Sr(w′, a) for all a ∈ A
and Lr(w) ̸= Lr(w′). This first difference may be removed by adding ontic
change to the formalism as in [39, 44]. Another difference is that once we
choose the executions in interpreted systems, the analysis considers configu-
rations after an arbitrary number of rounds of communication, while in the
case of parametrized pattern models we analyze configurations in the r-th
round of communication with the possibility of further updates. Finally, it is
important to note that an interpreted system may be restricted to studying
a subset of all executions while parametrized pattern models are designed to
study all executions that start given a set of input vectors.
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6.3 Future research

Now, let us present some lines for future research. First, in contrast to pattern
models logic of Ch. 3, in the parametrized pattern models logic in Ch. 5, an
update modality is not part of the logic. We treat the updates as an external
procedure because we do not have an axiomatization for the parametrized
logic with the update modality. For the case of parametrized pattern models,
it is not clear that the logic with update modality has an axiomatization that
reduces the logic to epistemic logic. This is an interesting problem to study.

Second, logics where agents may die as in [23, 40] are static, namely they
do not have update modalities. Proposing new logics, similar to these ones,
adding update modalities is another problem that we may want to study.

Third, in dynamic-network models, the communication is synchronous.
In principle, we could only describe synchronous distributed-computing mod-
els. However, IIS, that is an asynchronous model of computation, can be
described using dynamic-network models. Then, another avenue of research
would be to find the properties that an asynchronous model must have to be
describable using dynamic-network models.
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